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Gary N. Anderson, #0088
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IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
CACHE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
~

PIONEER BUILDERS COMPANY OF
NEV ADA, INC., a Nevada corporation a/k/a
PIONEER BUILDERS OF NEVADA, a
Nevada corporation a/k/a PIONEER
BUILDERS, a Nevada corporation,

AMENDED JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Civil no. 030100421LM

Plaintiff,

(and 030100033, consolidated)

V.

Judge Brandon J. Maynard

K D A CORPORATION, a Utah corporation
a/k/a KDA CORPORATION a/k/a K.D.A.
CORPORATION a/k/a THE K.D.A.
CORPORATION a/k/a K.D.A.
CORPORATION, INC.; et al.,
Defendants

THIS AMENDED JUDGMENT AND ORDER is entered pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P.
54(e). This matter comes before the Court pursuant to the Defendant KDA's Motion to
Enforce Redemption Right, and the Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement. In
preparation of this decision, the Court has reviewed the pleadings, oral arguments, and
examined the applicable legal authorities. Having considered the foregoing, the Court
1
~
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issues this Decision.

SUMMARY
Defendant KDA Corporation ("KDA'') was the original owner of real property in Rich
County, Utah (the "Property"), which was developed into an RV Park. In 2000, KDA
contracted to sell the Property to United West Investments Group, Inc. ("United"). United
obtained its funding for the purchase of the Property with Plaintiff Pioneer Builders
Company of Nevada, Inc. ("Pioneer"). For reasons not pertinent to this case, United decided
not to purchase the Property. Subsequently, KDA agreed to sell the Property to Pine Ridge
Properties, Inc. ("Pine Ridge") in an installment contract and a trust deed. Pine Ridge also
secured a loan with Plaintiff Pioneer Builders Company of Nevada, Inc. ("Pioneer"), and
executed a trust deed. KDA also executed an "Escrow Agreement," "Guaranty,"·
"Subordination Agreement,'1 and a "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" with Pioneer, in
which it personally guaranteed the loan. Eventually in 2002, Pine Ridge defaulted on the
loan, and litigation began concerning whether Pioneer's or KDA's trust deed was superior.
Several years into the litigation, the Parties reached a settlement agreement
("Settlement Agreement") in February 2005. Within the Settlement Agreement, Pioneer
<i)

agreed to release the lis pendens on KDA's Cache Valley Property and to assign its tort
claims in the within the case to KDA, in exchange for contingent payments to be made to
Pioneer, that KDA would ensure Pioneer's Trust Deed would attach without limitation or
reservation of any kind and would subordinate all rights or claims held in the Property to
Pioneer.
On April 8, 2005, the Parties filed a Stipulation and Joint Motion for Dismissal with

2
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Prejudice. The Court granted the motion, and issued an order ("Order of Dismissal"). On
September 4, 2015, the Court entered an Order and Judgment, which decreed the foreclosure
and order of sale of the Property could proceed. On December 17, 2015, the Property was
foreclosed and sold to the only bidder, Pioneer, for $200,000.00 at a sheriffs sale.
Approximately six months later, on June 14, 2016, KDA filed its Motion to Enforce
Redemption Right, which was amended the next day. KDA argues that, pursuant to Utah
Code, it validly exercised its right of redemption to redeem the Property. Specifically, KDA
argues that the redemption was timely, the payment was in conformance with the statute,
appropriate notice was given, and KDA has an interest in the Property.
On July 11, 2016, Pioneer filed a Memorandum in Opposition to KDA's Motion to
Enforce Redemption Right. Pioneer argues that, pursuant to not only the Settlement
Agreement but the issued Order from the Court, KDA does not have an interest or right in the
Property. Pioneer specifically argues that KDA, in exchange for the assignment of Pioneer's
tort claims and other consideration, promised to ensure Pioneer's Trust Deed would attach
without limitation or reservation of any kind. Pioneer further argues that KDA agreed that
Pioneer was entitled to foreclose upon the Property, KDA did not reserve any right to the
(i;

Property in its reservation clause, and KDA expressly reserved all rights and claims to other
parties except Pioneer. Additionally, Pioneer argues that the Order of Dismissal issued by the
Court: (1) extinguished any interest or right KDA may have or claim in, on, or to the
Property; and (2) dismissed with prejudice any claims, causes of action, or allegations of
KDA against Pioneer, regardless of whether they were asserted, unasserted, or presently
known. On the same day, Pioneer subsequently filed its Motion to Enforce Settlement

3
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Agreement, where it argues all the aforementioned theories.
On July 26, 2016, KDA filed a Memorandum in Support of the Motion to Enforce
Redemption Right. KDA contends that the paragraphs within the Settlement Agreement
merely make it clear that the foreclosing out, terminating, and extinguishing of KDA's
subordinate lien would be a result of the foreclosure process, not a result of the Settlement
agreement or the Order of Dismissal. Thus, KDA argues it maintained its statutory right of
redemption until the statutory period ran. KDA further argues that the reservation clause does
not indicate in any way that KDA was releasing its Trust Deeds against the Property. On the
same day, KDA also filed its Memorandum Opposing the Motion to Enforce Settlement
Agreement. KDA argues that the Settlement Agreement, when viewed as a whole, evidences
that KDA subordinated its Trust Deeds and reserved its right of redemption. KDA urges the
Court to look t9 the reservation of rights clause, and rely upon its express terms. KDA further
argues that KDA has Trust Deeds against the Property, and the Settlement Agreement recites
that they attach to and encumber the Property and are subordinate to Pioneer's interests. KDA
contends this provides for the subordination of the recited rights, not a release of them.
On August 2, 20 I 6, Pioneer filed its Objection to Declaration of Alison Bodily.
Pioneer argues that, pursuant to evidentiary rule 408(2), that statements made in negotiations
cannot be used to prove or disprove liability for, the validity of, or the amount of a disputed
claim. Pioneer contends that KDA offered the affidavit of Ms. Bodily to prove the validity of
its claim that it preserved its right of redemption when negotiating the Settlement Agreement.
Pioneer further argues that the declaration is further inadmissible under the parol evidence
rule. Pioneer argues that where the Settlement Agreement is a fully integrated document that

4
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contains no ambiguity, the Court cannot look to parol evidence. Lastly, Pioneer contends
there has not even been a claim of ambiguity. On the same day, Pioneer filed its Reply in
GI

Support of its Motion to Enforce the Settlement Agreement, where it reiterates all of its
previous arguments.
On August 9, 2016, KDA filed its Response to Pioneer's Objection to Evidence. KDA
contends the issue is whether KDA preserved or waived its right of redemption with in the
Settlement Agreement. Where there is no specific statement as to redemption rights within
the Settlement Agreement, KDA argues that a waiver of statutory rights has not occurred.
KDA contends for a waiver of statutory redemption rights to be valid, it must be
unequivocally and expressly stated. KDA contends that upon examination of the affidavits,
the Court would conclude that absence of a statement of release or a recorded release of
KDA's Trust Deeds was intentional.
On October 5, 2016, oral arguments were held on the Motions and Objections before
the Court.
ANALYSIS
I. Motion to Enforce Redemption Right and Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement

The term "right of redemption" defines the right granted by statute to redeem after
judicial sale. Pyper v. Bond, 2011 UT 45, ,r 14,258 P.3d 575. The procedures for
exercising that right provide:
Real property subject to redemption may be redeemed by the defendant or
by a creditor having a lien on the property junior to that on which the
property was sold or by their successors in interest. ... If the property is
redeemed by a creditor, any other creditor having a right of redemption
may redeem.
5
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Utah R. Civ. P. 69C(b). The right of redemption has long been recognized in Utah as a
"right to be exercised in strict accord with statutory terms." Mollerup v. Storage Systems
Intern., 569 P.2d 1122, 1124 (Utah 1977), rejected by Grazer v. Jones, 2012 UT 58,

~~

14-

20, 289 P.3d 437 (offering reformulation of the standard that applies to rule 69C;
specifically, a prejudicial analysis rather than a substantial analysis).
In the case at hand, KDA argues it properly exercised its right of redemption as a
junior creditor pursuant to rule 69C. In contrast, Pioneer argues KDA waived its right of
redemption to the Property. First, Pioneer contends that KDA, in exchange for the
assignment of Pioneer's tort claims and other consideration, promised to ensure Pioneer's
Trust Deed would attach without limitation or reservation of any kind, and it would
subordinate all rights or claims held in the Property to Pioneer. Settlement Agreement,

~

5.

Specifically, that foreclosure would "extinguish[] any and all estates, rights, titles, liens,
encumbrances, and other interests of any and all types of natures whatsoever that KDA
may have or claim in [the Property]." Id.,

~

7(a)(ii). Second, Pioneer argues KDA did not

reserve any right to the Property in its reservation clause. Id. at~~ 7(d), 7(e). Third,
Pioneer contends KDA expressly reserved all rights, claims, causes of action, and defenses
to other parties except Pioneer. Id. Lastly, Pioneer further argues that the Order of
Dismissal, which contains the Parties agreements and stipulations, evidences KDA's waiver of
its right of redemption. Order of Dismissal,

~~

2, 4.

As an initial matter, the Court must determine whether KDA was statutorily
provided a right of redemption and if a waiver of that right did or did not occur. Utah

6
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courts have recognized that the right of redemption is "one given by the law," but 11 (t]he
owner or lienor having such right may sell, or assign the same to another .... " Chapman
v. Schiller, 83 P.2d 249,254 (Utah 1938). Following this principle, many jurisdictions have

recognized that a waiver of a redemption right can occur and is valid. Russo v. Wolbers,
116 Mich. App. 327, 341, 323 N. W.2d 385 (holding that there was a valid waiver of the
statutory redemption right); see also Cedarwood Associates, L.T.D. v. Trammell, 410
So.2d 50 (Ala. 1982) (providing that "[a]lthough a waiver of the right of redemption would
be considered carefully by the courts, such a waiver is not invalid per se if it is based upon
a bona fide agreement entered into after the execution of the mortgage 11 ) ; Dellinger v. First
Nat. Bank ofRussellville, 333 Ark. 460,463, 970 S.W.2d 223 (Ark. 1998) (holding that

when the subsequent "mortgage or deed of trust contains the waiver, and the court renders
a foreclosure decree, the right of redemption is gone by operation of the statute. 11 ) ;
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. Deklotz, 437 N.W.2d 925, 93 (Iowa 1989) (holding that the

party's statutory right of redemption was waived); and Swift v. Kirby, 737 S.W.2d 271,277
(Tenn. 1987) (holding that, based upon the statute's face, it was sufficient to allow a waiver
of the statutory right of redemption). These jurisdictions have carefully analyzed whether
the agreements were fair and honest, without fraud or undue influence, and the respective
positions of the parties. Russo, 116 Mich. App. at 390; Cedarwood, 410 So.2d at 53- 54.
For example, in Russo v. Wolbers, the Michigan Appellate Court began its
analysis of determining whether a valid waiver of the right of redemption had occurred,
by comparing the effects of the foreclosure process upon the equitable and statutory
rights ofredemption. 323 N.W. at 334. Finding the processes and effects were

7
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analogous, the court concluded a waiver of the statutory right of redemption was also
possible. Id. Applying the "clogging doctrine" similar to equitable courts, the Michigan
Court analyzed whether the "sale and conveyance... [was] fair, frank, honest, and
without fraud, undue influence, oppression, or unconscionable advantage of the [party's]
poverty, distress, or fears of the position of the [opposing party]." Id. at 390. Ultimately,
the court found and held the agreement containing the waiver was freely and fairly
made, no undue advantage was taken, and that it was for a good and valuable
consideration. Id. at 340.
Presently, following a similar analysis, the Court finds KDA had waived its right of
redemption at the time it attempted to redeem the Property. KDA and Pioneer entered into
a Settlement Agreement with appropriate consideration. Pioneer agreed to release the lis
pendens upon KDA's Cache Valley property and assign its tort claims to KDA, in
exchange for KDA subordinating its trust deed to Pioneer's trust deed, a payment schedules
for the KDA's guarantee, and extinguishing any rights or interest KDA may have claimed
to Pioneer and the Property. Each Party was represented throughout the entire process, and
neither Party was disadvantaged throughout negotiations, the execution of the Settlement
~

Agreement, nor the Stipulation of Dismissal. Neither Party makes allegations of fraud,
undue influence, or unconscionability. Moreover, the Court finds no evidence of such.
Rather, the Court finds each Party had relatively equal power and position. The Settlement
Agreement clearly provides Pioneer is entitled to foreclosure upon the Property, thus
"foreclosing out, terminating, and extinguishing any and all estates, rights, titles, liens,
encumbrances, and other interests of any and all types and natures whatsoever that KDA

8
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may have or claim in, on or to the [Property]." Settlement Agreement, ,I l 7(a)(ii). Thus,
when Pioneer foreclosed upon the Property, any right or title KDA had was extinguished.
Therefore, when KDA attempted to redeem the Property, due to the waiver of its right of
redemption, it was no longer a "creditor having a lien on the property" or a "creditor having
a right of redemption." Utah R. Civ. P. 69C(b).
Furthermore, even in the event that KDA did not waive its right of redemption, the
Order of Dismissal clearly bars KDA from exercising said right. The Order provides that
Pioneer is entitled to foreclose upon the property, "terminating, and extinguishing any and
t,:/;~

WV

all estates, rights, titles, trust deeds, liens, encumbrances, and other interests of any and all
types of nature whatsoever that KDA may have or claim in [the Property]." Order of
<iJJ

Dismissal, ,I 2(b). Thus, when Pioneer executed the foreclosure sale KDA's lien upon the
Property was extinguished. Furthermore, the Order of Dismissal provides, "[a]ll claims,
causes of action, and allegations of KDA, regardless of whether they are asserted or
unasserted and whether they are presently known or unknown, as against, Pioneer, Cal,
and each of them, are dismissed with prejudice." Order of Dismissal, ,I 4. Therefore, the
claim of and enforcement of KDA's right of redemption against Pioneer and the Property
has been waived.
Based on the foregoing, the Court finds KDA freely and validly waived its right
of redemption and was not entitled to redeem the Property.
II.Objections and Ambiguity

KDA contends there is ambiguity within the Settlement Agreement, because it
reserved the right of redemption to the Property. KDA argues that the Court should look at
9
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parol evidence ultimately finding there is a latent ambiguity. In contrast, Pioneer argues that
the Settlement Agreement contains an integration clause, and is fully integrated.
While the Utah Supreme Court has provided that integration clauses do not bar parol
evidence, an ambiguity must be found. Watkins v. Ford, 2013 UT 31,1125, 304 F.3d 841
(citing Tangren Family Trust v. Tangren, 2008 UT 20, ,r 11, 182 P.3d 326) (providing that
despite a finding that an agreement is integrated, parol evidence may be admitted if "the
language of the agreement is ambiguous"). Facial ambiguity only exists when "[a contractual
term or provision] is capable of more than one reasonable interpretation because of uncertain
meanings of terms, missing terms, or other facial deficiencies." Id. at 127.
As discussed previously, the Settlement Agreement clearly states, multiple times,
KDA's rights, titles, and interests to the Property are extinguished when Pioneer forecloses.
Even if KDA had expressly reserved a right of redemption, it agreed to not exercise that right
pertaining to Pioneer and the Property. Therefore, the Court finds there was no facial
ambiguity, and the Settlement Agreement was completely integrated. Pioneer's Objections
are sustained.

III. Attorney's Fees
On December 14, 2016, the Plaintiffs filed a Motion for Attorney Fees with
supporting Affidavit/Declaration. The Plaintiff alleges that pursuant to the Settlement
Agreement, it is entitled to reasonable attorney fees. The Plaintiff argues that its Motion is
timely, filed no later than fourteen days after the Court's memorandum decision was filed.
Where the Motion is timely, and the Settlement Agreement provides for the attorney fees, the
Plaintiff contends it is entitled to the fees. The Plaintiff further argues that counsel has billed
~

at an hourly rate customarily charged for litigation services in Logan, Utah. Additionally,
10
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Plaintiff contends that the 47.9 hours spent were reasonable given the complexity of the
factual and legal issues involved. The Affidavit/Declaration contains a dated detailed
itemization of the hours and work performed.
On January 20, 2017, the Defendant KDA Corporation ("Defendant") filed a
Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Attorney Fees. The Defendant asserts that it does not
dispute that, pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, the Plaintiff is entitled to an award of
attorney fees. The Defendant alleges that it has sought a stipulation from the Plaintiff that, if
successful on appeal, the Defendant is also entitled to a reasonable award of attorney fees.
The Defendant stipulates that the award of attorney fees as pied and the amount sought,
$8,382.50, is reasonable. The Defendant also reserves the right, if successful on appeal, it
will be entitled to an award of reasonable attorney fees.
On January 27, 2017, the Plaintiff filed a Reply Memorandum in Support of its
Motion for Attorney Fees. The Plaintiff notes that the Defendant has stipulated that it should
be granted the award of attorney fees. The Plaintiff requests, pursuant to rule 54(e), an
amended judgment. Based on the foregoing, the Court enters an Amended Judgment
awarding Plaintiff its attorney fees requested in the amount of $8,382.50.
CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, the Defendant KDA's Motion to Enforce Redemption Right is
denied, and the Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Settlement Agreement is granted. Furthermore,
the Court sustains the Plaintiffs Objections. Based on the parties' stipulation that Plaintiff is
entitled to attorney fees under the settlement agreement, and the amount of fees requested is
reasonable, Pioneer is awarded $8,382.50 in attorney fees.
11
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--------------------------END OF ORD ER------------------------Official Court Signature Appears at the top of the First Page

Approved as to Form:
/s/ Jonathan Jenkins
George Daines
Jonathan Jenkins
Attorneys for Defendant KDA
(Signed by R. Christian Hansen with
Permission from Jonathan Jenkins)
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED JUDGMENT
AND ORDER was sent electronically, using the GreenFiling electronic filing system, to the
following on the I 3th day of March, 2017:

N. George Daines
Jonathan E. Jenkins
DAINES, WY ATI & ALLEN, LLP
I 08 North Main Street
Logan, UT 84321
Attorneys for KDA C01poration

Isl Regan Banda
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N. George Daines (00803)
DAINES & JENKINS, LLP
108 North Main, Suite 200
Logan, UT 84321
Telephone: (435) 753-4000
Facsimile: (435) 753-4002
Attorneys for Defendant KDA

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR CACHE COUNTY,STATE OF UTAH

PIONEER BUILDERS COMPANY OF
NEV ADA, INC., a Nevada corporation
n/k/a PIONEER BUILDERS COMPANY,
INC., a Utah domesticated corporation, et
al.,

DECLARATION OF ALISON
BODILY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO ENFORCE REDEMPTION
RIGHT

Plaintiff,
Civil No. 030100421LM
(and 030100033 consolidated)

vs.
K DA CORPORATION, a Utah
corporation, et al.,

Judge Brandon J. Maynard

Defendants.

COMES NOW the Defendant, K DA CORPORATION, a Utah corporation,
(hereafter K DA) by its President Alison Bodily and provides her Declaration in Support
of the Motion to Enforce Redemption Right; to wit:
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Alison Bodily under penalty of perjury hereby states as follows:
I. I am the President of K D A and have been serving as President for more than
fifteen years.
2. I am familiar with the settlement negotiations and agreements between K D A
and Pioneer - I represented K DA as its President in those discussions and agreements. I
signed the Settlement Agreement.
3. The initial Proposed Settlement Agreement was prepared by Pioneer and
tendered to K D A for comments. That document is attached hereto. See, Exhibit # I (red

marked passages are for illustration purposes and referenced in the Argument).
4.

After reviewing the Proposed Settlement Agreement, K D A was unwilling to

agree to that arrangement because it required a Release of the K D A Trust Deeds and
that would lead to a loss of redemption rights. However, K D A as a part of the settlement
compromise was willing to agree to subordinate those Trust Deeds.
5. K D A's principal objection to the Proposed Settlement Agreement (Exhibit #1)
was that it would lose its redemption rights.
6. K DA directed its legal counsel to advise Pioneer that it insisted upon retaining
its redemption rights but that it was willing to subordinate. See, Memo of Daines &

Jenkins dated February 27, 2005, attached hereto as Exhibit #2.
7. Thereafter, Pioneer modified the Settlement Agreement and it was signed by me
on February 28, 2005. The modifications removed the words "release" and all the
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provisions related thereto including deletion of the Release document that was to be
recorded The modifications are marked on the Proposed Settlement Agreement attached
hereto as Exhibit #1.
®)

8. The final Settlement Agreement provided that K DA would subordinate its
Trust Deeds but not release them. See Settlement Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit

#3. That Exhibit #3 is identical to same Settlement Agreement tendered by Pioneer to the
Court and marked by Pioneer as its Exhibit #1.

DATED this 26th day of July, 2016
KDA
By Its President

Isl Alison Bodily
Alison Bodily

~

~
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

@

This settlement agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into on the date(s) specified
below herein, by and between PIONEER BUILDERS COMPANY OF NEVADA, INC., a Nevada
corporation a/k/a PIONEER BUILDERS OF NEVADA, a Nevada corporation a/k/a PIONEER
BUILDERS, a Nevada corporation ("Pioneer"), RALPH CALL ("Call"), and K DA CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation a/k/a KDA CORPORATION a/k/a K.D.A. CORPORATION a/k/a THE K.D.A.
CORPORATION, and a/k/a K.D.A. CORPORATION, INC. ("KDA"). Pioneer, Call, and KDA are
sometimes hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Settlement Parties".

RECITALS
A.
Pioneer is the beneficiary of the following trust deeds (sometimes referred to hereinafter
collectively as "Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds"):

1.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by United West
Investments Group, Inc., as truster, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was
recorded on November 17, 2000, as Entry 56648, in Book S8, at Page 271 in the records of the
Rich County Recorder ("Pioneer's Original Trust Deed").

Gi

2.
A certain "Modification of Trust Deed" executed by Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.,
as truster, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was recorded on August 14, 2001,
as Entry 57867 in the records of the Rich County Recorder ("Pioneer's Modified Trust Deed").
3.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge
Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was recorded on
August 14, 2001, as Entry 57868 in the records of the Rich County Recorder ("Pioneer's
Supplemental Trust Deed").

B.
KDA is the beneficiary of the following trust deeds (sometimes referred to hereinafter
collectively as "KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds"):
Ciii}

I.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by United West
Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031 accomodator
for K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on November 17, 2000,
as Entry 56649, in Book S8, at Page 280 in the records of the Rich County Recorder (the "First
KDA Trust Deed").

•

I,'.]\

2.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge
Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031 accomodator for
K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on July 20, 2001, as Entry
57760, in Book Y8, at Page 394 in the records of the Rich County Recorder (the "Second KDA
Trust Deed") .
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C.
Pioneer's Rich CoW1ty Trust Deeds and KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds each affect or
may affect certain real property located at and commonly known as 1135 North Bear Lake Boulevard,
Rich County, Utah 84028, consisting of four separate but contiguous parcels bearing or previously
bearing, respectively, Rich County Tax Identification Numbers 41-08-00-036, 41-08-00-03 7,
41-08-00-038, and 41-08-00-025, and collectively comprising approximately 40 acres of real property
which is more particularly described as set in Exhibit "A" attached hereto, and all water rights
associated therewith (collectively, the "Rich County Property").
D.
Pioneer also is the beneficiary of a certain un-recorded "Trust Deed with Assignment of
Rents" covering certain real property located in Cache County, Utah ("Pioneer's Cache County Trust
Deed"), which real property (the "Cache County Property") is more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point 14½ rods East of the Northwest Comer of Block 1, Plat "E"
Logan City Survey, and running thence South 18 rods; thence East 4½ rods; thence
North 18 rods; thence West 4½ rods to the point of beginning. Being situate in the
Northeast Quarter of Section 34, Township 12 North, Range 1 East of the Salt Lake
Base and Meridian.
Cache County Tax ID No. 06-058-0022
E.
Pioneer is the beneficiary of a certain "Guaranty," and other purported documents by
which it is claimed that KDA guaranteed payment of the underlying obligation(s) and debt(s) for which
Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds and Pioneer's Cache County Trust Deed were executed as security
(any and all such guarantees are referred to hereinafter collectively as the "KDA Guaranty").
F.
Due to a default and breach on and of the underlying obligation(s) and debt(s) secured by
Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds and Pioneer's Cache County Trust Deed, Pioneer has filed the
following lawsuits, which have been consolidated and are referred to hereinafter collectively as the
"Lawsuit" in which Pioneer seeks, among other things, to foreclose upon the Rich County Property and
the Cache County Property, including, without limitation, as against KDA, among others:
1.
Pioneer Builders v. K DA Corporation, et al., Utah's First Judicial District Court,
Cache County, Civil No. 030100421LM, and

2.
Pioneer Builders v. K DA Corporation, et al., Utah's First Judicial District Court,
Rich County, Civil No. 030100033, consolidated into above-listed case in Cache County.
G.
Pioneer has caused a "Notice of Lis Pendens" relating to the Lawsuit to be recorded in
the office of the Cache County Recorder on March 5, 2003, as Entry No. 815756, in Book 1205, at Page
813, and another "Notice of Lis Pendens" also relating to the Lawsuit to be recorded in the office of the
Cache Count Recorder on February 23, 2005, as Entry No. 883988, in Book 1341, at Page 482. (referred
to hereinafter collectively as the "Lis Pendens").
H.
Pioneer also seeks in the Lawsuit, among other things, to collect any amount still due and
owing to Pioneer after its foreclosures on and of the Rich County Property and the Cache County
Property, including from KDA pursuant to the KDA Guaranty.
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I.

KDA has filed various counterclaims in the Lawsuit against Pioneer.

J.

KDA also has filed various third-party claims in the Lawsuit against Call.

K.
Various other claims and disputes have arisen among the Settlement Parties, including,
without limitation, in the Lawsuit, regarding, among other things, the priority of Pioneer's Rich County
Trust Deeds as compared to KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds, the scope and extent of the Rich County
Property and the interests in the Rich County Property that are covered and encumbered by Pioneer's
Rich County Trust Deeds, the validity and enforceability of Pioneer's Cache County Trust Deed and the
KDA Guaranty, and claims regarding alleged forgeries and the claimed or possibly claimed
incompetency of Mr. Harold Heninger, a principal ofKDA.

L.
KDA desires to sell the Cache County Property and to convey to its proposed buyer good
and marketable title to the Cache County Property free and clear of any claim of Pioneer's Cache
County Trust Deed and the Lis Pendens regarding the Lawsuit, and has a closing for an anticipated sale
presently scheduled for February 28, 2005 (the "Proposed Sale").
Gj

M.
Pioneer desires to complete its foreclosure of the Rich County Property as against all
parties, including as against KDA.
The Settlement Parties are desirous ofresolving all differences between them, subject to
N.
the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

WHEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein set
forth, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged and agreed to, the Settlement Parties agree as follows:
1.
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIS PENDENS: Pioneer shall and does hereby authorize
and instruct its attorneys of record in the Lawsuit, including, without limitation, Gary N.
Anderson, to sign, and to deliver as set forth below, a "Partial Release of Lis Pendens," of which
a copy is attached hereto as Exhibit "B," for the release of record of only the above-identified Lis
Pendens as against the Cache County Property only. The Settlement Parties understand and
acknowledge that Pioneer has recorded or caused to be recorded various other lis pendens
relating to the Lawsuit, including particularly, but without limitation, as it affects the Rich
County Property, in addition to the above-identified Lis Pendens. The Settlement Parties
acknowledge and agree that nothing in this Agreement nor in the Partial Release of Lis Pendens
shall release or affect in any way any other lis pendens that Pioneer has recorded or caused to be
recorded on or affecting the Rich County Property. The timing of and other requirements
relating to the delivery and exchange of the Partial Release of Lis Pendens, the Cash Payment (as
that term is defined below), and other of the docwnents referenced in this Agreement are set
forth below in this Agreement in the "Escrow" paragraph below in this Agreement.
2.
CASH PAYMENT TO PIONEER: Out of the proceeds of the Proposed Sale, and at
and as a part of the closing of the Proposed Sale on February 28, 2005, KDA shall irrevocably
pay to Pioneer, by cashier's check or the check of Northern Title Company which is handling the
closing for KDA's Proposed Sale of the Cache County Property, the sum of Fifty Thousand
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Dollars ($50,000.00). This payment is identified and referred to hereinafter as the "Cash
Payment."
3.
ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS: Pioneer and Call shall sign the "Assignment of Claims"
that is attached hereto as Exhibit "C," assigning to KDA, without warranty or recourse of any
kind, any claims that Pioneer, Call, and each of them, may have as against Steven G. Baugh,
Re/Max In The Valley, Re/Max West, Thor Roundy, Thor Roundy, P.C., Advanced Title
Insurance Agency, L.C., Summit Escrow Services, L.C., and any of them (referred to hereinafter
collectively as the "Alleged Tortfeasors") that relate or pertain in any way to any of the
transactions that are the subject of the Lawsuit.
a.
Provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement nor in the Assignment of
Claims is or should be construed to be any representation, warranty, or expression of any
opinion of any kind one way or the other, as to whether Pioneer, Call, and either of them,
has or believes they have any claim against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and/or any of them.
b.
Provided, further, however, that the assignment of claims that is the subject of
paragraph does not include, is expressly subject to, and Pioneer and Call expressly
reserve, any and all of their rights for their recovery of attorney fees and costs incurred by
or on behalf of Pioneer, Call, and each of them, to which the underwriter on Pioneer's
policy of title insurance relating to the Rich County Property may be subrogated.
c.
KDA shall and hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Pioneer, Call, and
each of them, from and against any and all claims that may be asserted against Pioneer,
Call, and either of them, by or from the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of them, and any
assignee or other successor of any of them, that relate or pertain in any way to any claims
which KDA has asserted or may assert against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of the~.
KDA also shall sign the Assignment of Claims to further so acknowledge the terms of
this sub-paragraph.
4.
CONTINGENT PAYMENT TO PIONEER: Out of any recovery KDA receives from
prosecution of any claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of them, upon any claim or
basis, KDA will pay to Pioneer the following amounts:

GI

a.
Twenty percent (20%) of the net amount of any such recovery by judgment,
settlement, or otherwise (i.e., the total amount of any such recovery by judgment,
settlement, or otherwise, less the amount necessary to pay KDA's attorney fees and other
costs incurred in prosecution of such claims), until Pioneer has been paid the amount of
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), and
b.
After Pioneer has been paid the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars
($100,000.00) KDA shall pay to Pioneer ten percent (10%) of the net amount, after
KDA's attorney fees and other costs incurred, of any such recovery by judgment,
settlement, or otherwise from the Alleged Tortfeasors.
c.
By way of illustration only, and without limitation of any kind upon the
foregoing, if the total amount KDA recovers against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of
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them, upon any claim or basis, is Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00), and KDA's
attorney fees and costs incurred in prosecution of the claims total Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00), then the amounts KDA is required to pay to Pioneer are
as follows (the Settlement Parties understand, acknowledge, and agree that this
calculation is an illustration and example only of the mathematical formula to be applied
under and pursuant to this Agreement, and is not any representation or warranty ofany
kind as to the value or potential value ofany claims or potential claims against the
Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of them, nor of the attorney fees and costs that may be
incurred in prosecution ofany such claims):
$2,000,000.00
< 200,000.00>
1,800,000.00
100,000.00
170,000.00

Total recovery
KDA's attorney fees and costs
Net recovery
First amount payable to Pioneer at 20% of net recovery
Remaining amount payable to Pioneer at 10% of the
remaining $1,700,000.00 of the net recovery.

d.
Also without limitation of any kind upon any of the foregoing, with respect to any
recovery of any amounts from the Alleged Tortfeasors by KDA, including, without
limitation, small amounts from time to time, such recovered amount(s) shall be applied
first toward payment of KDA' s attorney fees and costs incurred in prosecution of the
claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of them, second toward the percentages
payable to Pioneer as set forth above, and third any remaining amount(s) may be paid to
KDA or its designee(s).
e.
Nothing in this Agreement shall in any way obligate Pioneer, Call, and either of
them, to contribute in any way toward payment of any attorney fees or costs incurred by
or on behalf ofKDA relating or pertaining in any way to any claims or potential claims
against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of them, or to incur any costs in connection
therewith.

f.

KDA shall have full control over all decisions relating to the prosecution,
settlement, and dismissal of any and all claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and need
not consult with Pioneer or Call in advance on or with respect to any decision or issue
relating or pertaining in any way to any disposition or proposed disposition of any claims
against the Alleged Tortfeasors. Nevertheless, KDA shall keep Pioneer updated, in
writing, at least once every six months as to the status of the litigation against the Alleged
Tortfeasors, and KDA shall notify Pioneer in writing within fifteen days of any court
ruling, order, or judgment of any kind (whether a judgment, a dismissal, a minute entry,
or otherwise), or within fifteen days after any settlement, as to the substance of the ruling,
order, judgment, or settlement, and shall provide to Pioneer a copy of any and all such
rulings, orders, judgments, and settlement documents. Such notice and copies shall be
mailed by United States first class mail, postage fully prepaid, to:

Gi
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Ralph Call
Pioneer Builders Company of Nevada, Inc.
585 Canyon Road
Providence, UT 84332
With an exact copy also at the same time to be mailed by United States
first class mail, postage fully prepaid, to:

~

Gary N. Anderson
HILLYARD, ANDERSON & OLSEN, P.C.
175 East 100 North
Logan, UT 84321
(i)

g.
KDA and its legal counsel shall keep records of all judgment and other amounts
awarded, all settlements, and all amounts actually collected and the dates of collection,
and all amounts disbursed and otherwise applied at any time from any such amounts
collected due to, on, or as a result of any claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any
of them. Pioneer and its attomey(s) shall be entitled to, upon two business days' written
notice sent to N. George Daines and Jonathan E. Jenkins, DAINES, WY AIT & ALLEN,
LLP, 108 N. Main Street, Suite 200, Logan, UT 84321, review, inspect, and copy any and
all such records.
RICH COUNTY PROPERTY: By this Agreement KDA acknowledges, concedes,
5.
agrees, and stipulates that Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds attached to and encumber, and
were intended to attach to and encumber, all of the Rich County Property, without any limitation
or qualification of any kind. Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, KDA
specifically acknowledges, concedes, agrees, and stipulates that Pioneer's Rich County Trust
Deeds attached to and encumber, and were intended to attach to and encumber, that parcel of the
Rich County Property that is identified and referred to in the lawsuit, and hereinafter, as "Parcel
-025" (which is the property bearing Rich County Tax ID No. 41-08-00-025). KDA stipulates
and agrees to all relief requested by Pioneer in the First through and including the Tenth Causes
of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint that is on file in the Lawsuit. KDA shall
take all steps reasonably necessary to ensure Pioneer obtains all of the relief requested in the
First through and including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint
that is on file in the Lawsuit. Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, KDA shall take
all steps reasonably necessary to ensure that Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds as a matter of
record are attached to, do attach to, and that they encumber the Rich County Property without
limitation, qualification, or reservation of any kind, and to release and otherwise subordinate any
all estates, rights, titles, claims, liens, trust deeds, encumbrances, and other interests held or
claimed by KDA in, on, and/or to the Rich County Property. Without limitation of any kind
upon the foregoing, KDA shall:

a.
Sign, having its signature properly notarized, a "Special Warranty Deed" to
United West Investments Group, Inc., as grantee, of which Special Warranty Deed a copy
is attached hereto as Exhibit "D," including, without limitation, conveying Parcel -025 to
United West Investments Group, Inc.
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b.
Sign, having its signature properly notarized, a "Special Warranty Deed" to Pine
Ridge Properties, Inc., as grantee, of which Special Warranty Deed a copy is attached
hereto as Exhibit "E," including, without limitation, conveying Parcel -025 to Pine Ridge
Properties, Inc.
c.
Obtain from Summit Escrow Services a good, valid, and recordable document, in
a form acceptable to and accepted and approved by Pioneer and its legal counsel of
record in the Lawsuit, by which Summit Escrow Services, releases, waives, disclaims,
and assigns to KDA all rights, claims, and interests under, pursuant to, and relating or
pertaining in any way to the First KDA Trust Deed and the Second KDA Trust Deed.
d.
Sign, having its signature properly notarized, a "Subordination Agreement," a
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "F," acknowledging and establishing the first
and priority position of Pioneers' Rich County Trust Deeds as against each and both of
K.DA's Rich County Trust Deeds, and any and all other estates, rights, titles, claims,
liens, encumbrances, and other interests held or claimed by KDA in, on, and/or to the
Rich County Property, and any part, parcel, or portion thereof, and subordinating KDA's
Rich County Trust Deeds, and any and all other estates, rights, titles, claims, liens,
encumbrances, and other interests held or claimed by KDA in, on, and/or to the Rich
County Property, and any part, parcel, or portion thereof, to Pioneer's Rich County Trust
Deeds.
e.
Sign, having its signature properly notarized, a "Release and Disclaimer of
Interest in Real Property," a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "G."
6.
MUTUAL COOPERATION: The Settlement Parties each shall cooperate as and to the
extent they reasonably, ethically, and legally can, in the other Settlement Parties' prosecution of
their claims remaining in the Lawsuit after the settlement contemplated by this Agreement. This
shall include, but not be limited to, providing, upon reasonable advance written notice,
documents and information and testimony relating to one another's claims, but only existing
documents and honest information and testimony. Nothing in this provision shall require any of
the Settlement Parties to bear any expense for compliance with this provision; all expenses
reasonably incurred by one of the Settlement Parties in doing anything in or for compliance with
this paragraph shall be reimbursed and repaid by the Settlement Parties requesting such thing to
be done within ten (10) days of written notice of such expense and the amount thereof being
provided to such one of the Settlement Parties.
7.
STIPULATIONS REGARDING, AND RELEASES AND RESERVATIONS OF
CLAIMS:

a.
Effective only upon signature of this Agreement by all of the parties and people
for whom signature lines are provided below, compliance with all requirements and
conditions set forth in the "Escrow" paragraph below in this Agreement, the signature
and filing of the stipulation and joint motion referenced in paragraph 8. below, and the
signature and entry by the Court in the Lawsuit of the order referenced in paragraph 8.
below (collectively, the "Release Conditions Precedent"), KDA fully and irrevocably
releases, waives, disclaims, and withdraws any and all objections and defenses to each
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and all of the First through and including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second
Amended Complaint on file in the Lawsuit . KDA acknowledges, concedes, and
stipulates that Pioneer is entitled to all of the relief requested in the First through and
including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint,
including particularly, but without limitation, that for all of the reasons and upon all of
the bases alleged in the First through and including the Tenth Causes of Action in
Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint:
i.
Pioneer's Trust Deeds each attached to, affect, and encumber all of the
Rich County Property, including, without limitation, Parcel -025,
ii.
Pioneer is entitled to foreclose upon all of the Rich County Property,
including, without limitation, Parcel -025, including, but without limitation,
foreclosing out, terminating, and extinguishing any and all estates, rights, titles,
liens, encumbrances, and other interests of any and all types and natures
whatsoever that KDA may have or claim in, on, or to the Rich County Property,
and any and every part, parcel, and portion thereof, and
iii.
KDA shall remain a named defendant on, for, and under the First through
and including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended
Complaint (including as they may be amended from time to time), against whom
appropriate relief may be awarded and ordered by the Court with respect to and to
obtain foreclosure by Pioneer on, of, and against the Rich County Property, and
all parts, parcels, and portions thereof, including, without limitation, Parcel -025.
KDA shall not object to, oppose, or interfere in any way with Pioneer's efforts to
obtain the relief of the type, nature, and extent requested in the First through and
including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint
(including as they may be amended from time to time).
b.
Effective only upon the occurrence and satisfaction of all of the release
Conditions Precedent, Pioneer fully and irrevocably releases, waives, disclaims, and
withdraws its Thirteenth through Eighteenth Causes of Action in its Second Amended
Complaint on file herein.
c.
Effective only upon the occurrence and satisfaction of all of the release
Conditions Precedent, KDA fully and irrevocably releases, waives, disclaims, and
withdraws all claims and causes of action, asserted and unasserted, known and unlmown,
against Pioneer, Call, and each of them, including, but not limited to, all claims KDA has
alleged in the Lawsuit as against Pioneer, Call, and each and either of them.
d.
Except as expressly noted hereinabove, Pioneer and Call each expressly reserve
all of their respective rights, claims, causes of action, and defenses in, on, to, against, and
relating or pertaining in any way to all property, persons, entities, and parties of every
type, nature, and description whatsoever. Without limitation of any kind upon the
foregoing, and subject only to the exceptions expressly noted hereinabove, Pioneer and
Call each expressly reserve all of their rights, claims, interests, and arguments, in, to,
against, and regarding the Lawsuit, each and all of Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds,
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both KDA' s Rich County Trust Deeds, the Rich County Property and all parts, parcels,
and portions of the Rich County Property, the Lawsuit, including particularly, but without
limitation, all claims and causes of action relating to foreclosure of the Rich County
Property, and all parts, parcels, and portions of the Rich County Property, and any and
every person, entity and party who claims or may claim any estate, right, title, claim, lien,
encumbrance, or other interest in, on, or to any part, parcel, or portion of the Rich County
Property. Nothing in this Agreement shall in any way release or otherwise affect any of
Pioneer's rights, claims, causes of action, or defenses in the Lawsuit with respect to
foreclosure of the Rich County Property, and all parts, parcels, and portions of the Rich
County Property, including, without limitation, against KDA and any and every other
person, entity, and party who claims or may claim any estate, right, title, claim, lien,
encumbrance, or other interest in, on, or to any part, parcel, or portion of the Rich County
Property.
e.
Except as expressly noted hereinabove, KDA expressly reserves all of its rights,
claims, causes of action, and defenses in, on, to, against, and relating or pertaining in any
way to all persons, entities, and parties of every type, nature, and description whatsoever.
Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, and subject to the exceptions
expressly noted hereinabove, KDA expressly reserves all of its rights, claims, interests,
and arguments in, to, against, and regarding the Lawsuit and as against and with respect
to the Alleged Tortfeasors. Nothing in this Agreement shall in any way release or
otherwise affect any of KDA's rights, claims, causes of action, or defenses in the Lawsuit
with respect to the Alleged Tortfeasors.

f.
The releases, waivers, disclaimers, and withdrawals noted above in this paragraph
apply to, releae, and inure to the benefit of the respective released party and to the
released party's respective agents, attorneys, representatives, directors, officers,
shareholders, managers, members, employees, heirs, successors, and assigns.
8.
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF PORTIONS OF THE LAWSUIT AS
BETWEEN SETTLEMENT PARTIES: The Settlement Parties hereby authorize and instruct
their respective counsel of record in the Lawsuit to sign and to submit to the Court the
"Stipulation and Joint Motion for Dismissal With Prejudice of Certain Claims Between Pioneer
Builders, Ralph Call, and K DA Corporation," and the "Order of Dismissal With Prejudice of
Certain Claims Between Pioneer Builders, Ralph Call, and K DA Corporation," of which copies
are attached hereto as Exhibits "H" and "I," respectively, and all other documents necessary and
appropriate to obtain dismissal with prejudice as between and among the Settlement Parties of
the certain claims referenced in the stipulation, joint motion, and order attached hereto as
Exhibits "H" and "I'' upon the terms and conditions set forth more fully in those documents.
9.
ESCROW: Time is of the essence to this Agreement. By or before 4:00 p.m. on
February 28, 2005:
a.
This Agreement shall be signed and dated by all persons for whom there is a
signature line provided hereinbelow, with each person's signature properly notarized, and
a complete copy of this Agreement bearing the notarized signature of each such person,
including by any number of counterparts and including by telefax and other copies if
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necessary, shall be delivered to and placed and deposited in escrow (the "Escrow") with
the title insurance and escrow agent who is handling the closing of KDA's Proposed Sale
of the Cache County Property:
Jay Davis, Escrow Officer
Northern Title Company
11 West Center Street
Logan, UT 84321
T: (435) 752-3600
F: (435) 752-3612
e-mail: jayd@northerntitle.net
(referred to herein as "Northern Title Company")

~

b.
The Partial Release of Lis Pendens shall be signed, dated, notarized, and the
original of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with Northern Title Company.
c.

The Cash Payment shall placed in Escrow with Northern Title Company.

d.
The Assignment of Claims shall be signed and dated by KDA, with such signature
properly notarized, and the original Qf that document shall be deposited in Escrow with
Northern Title Company.
e.
The Assignment of Claims shall be signed and dated by Pioneer, with its signature
properly notarized, and a telefax or other copy of that document shall be deposited in
Escrow with Northern Title Company.
f.
The Special Warranty Deed from KDA to United West Investments Group,
Inc.shall be signed and dated by KDA, with such signature properly notarized, and the
original of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with Northern Title Company.
g.
The Special Warranty Deed from KDA to Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.shall be
signed and dated by KDA, with such signature properly notarized, and the original of that
document shall be deposited in Escrow with Northern Title Company.
h.
The Subordination Agreement shall be signed and dated by KDA, with such
signature properly notarized, and the original of that document shall be deposited in
Escrow with Northern Title Company.

i.
The Release and Disclaimer of Interest in Real Property shall be signed and dated
by KDA, with such signature properly notarized, and the original of that document shall
be deposited in Escrow with Northern Title Company.
j.
The stipulation and joint motion for, and the order of, dismissal with prejudice of
the Lawsuit shall be signed by at least one of the attorneys of record for each of the
Settlement Parties, and the original of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with
Northern Title Company.
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k.
Upon its receipt of all of the above items, as set forth above, Northern Title
Company shall:
i.
Release, disburse, and otherwise pay to Pioneer (including by delivery to
any one of its attorneys of record in the Lawsuit) the Cash Payment.
ii.
Release and deliver to any one of Pioneer's attorneys of record in the
Lawsuit the fully and properly executed originals of each of the following
documents: the Special Warranty Deed from KDA to United West Investments
Group, Inc., the Special Warranty Deed from KDA to Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.,
the Subordination Agreement, the Release and Disclaimer of Interest in Real
Property, and stipulation and joint motion for and the order for dismissal with
prejudice of the Lawsuit, the Assignment of Claims bearing KDA's original and
notarized signature.

iii.

Release or deliver to KDA or any of its attorneys of record in the Lawsuit,
or record, the Partial Release of Lis Pendens, at the discretion and instruction of
and at the sole cost and expense of KDA.
iv.
Release or deliver to KDA or any of its attorneys of record in the Lawsuit
the Assignment of Claims bearing Pioneer's signature. Pioneer shall deliver
directly to KDA's counsel of record in the Lawsuit the Assignment of Claims
bearing Pioneer's original and notarized signature by or before March 10, 2005.

I.

A copy of this Agreement shall be delivered to Northern Title Company and shall
be, constitute, and operate as its escrow instructions with respect to the matters and
documents that are referenced in this Agreement and particularly in this paragraph 10.
m.

10.

KDA shall pay all costs associated with the Escrow.

MISCELLANEOUS:

a.
The Settlement Parties agree to execute all further documents and perfonn all
further acts necessary and appropriate to effectuate the performance of the tenns and
intent of this Agreement.
b.
This Agreement, and all documents and acts necessary and appropriate to
effectuate the performance of the terms of this Agreement, is a compromise of disputed
claims and shall not be construed or deemed to be an admission of liability or of
wrongdoing by any of the Settlement Parties to anyone else, including without limitation
to any of the other Settlement Parties. The Settlement Parties further expressly agree that
nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission or acceptance by any of the
Settlement Parties of the validity of any of the claims of anyone else, including without
limitation of the other Settlement Parties.
c.
The Settlement Parties each represent and warrant that they have not sold,
assigned, transferred, conveyed, hypothecated, encumbered, or otherwise disposed of any
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of the claims and/or interests affected by this Agreement, and that they have the full right,
power, and authority to execute this Agreement, and to execute any and all documents as
may be necessary to effectuate the terms of this Agreement.
d.
The Settlement Parties each represent and warrant that each person signing on
behalf of an entity has complied with all necessary corporate and other company
formalities and has properly obtained all necessary and required authorizations and
approvals of and from such entity.
e.
This Agreement, and each and all of its terms and provisions, are and shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the respective successorn, heirs, and assigns of
each of the Settlement Parties.
f.
This Agreement, and each and all of its terms and provisions, may be specifically
enforced by the Settlement Parties, including by injunction, in addition to any other
remedies available at law or in equity.
g.
This Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts, and each
counterpart shall have the same force and effect as though the signatures were contained
in a single document. So long as properly notarized, telefax and other copies of
signatures may be used and relied upon as if original.
h.
The Settlement Parties declare that they each have received sufficient
information, either through their own respective legal counsel or other sources of their
own selection, and other than from the other Settlement Parties and the other Settlement
Parties' respective legal counsel, so as to be able to make an intelligent and informed
judgment whether to enter into this Agreement. The Settlement Parties acknowledge and
agree that they are not relying upon any representation by the other Settlement Parties or
the other Settlement Parties' respective legal counsel in entering into this Agreement.
The Settlement Parties further state that they have read this Agreement in its entirety
prior to executing this document, and that they have executed this Agreement voluntarily,
with competence and capacity to contract, and with knowledge of the terms, significance,
and legal effect of this Agreement. By executing this Agreement it is understood by each
of the Settlement Parties that substantial rights may be compromised and/or waived in
their entirety.
i.
This Agreement contains all the agreements and understandings of and between
the Settlement Parties with respect to the subject matters treated herein, and may not be
amended or altered in any way except in a writing signed by both of the Settlement
Parties hereto. This Agreement has been mutually negotiated and shall not be construed
more strictly against one of the Settlement Parties than another. The invalidity of one or
more provision(s) of this Agreement shall not render the other provisions unenforceable.
This Agreement shall be construed and interpreted pursuant to Utah law.

j.
Should either of the Settlement Parties default in or be in breach of any of the
covenants, agreements, representations or warranties herein contained, the non-defaulting
party or the non-breaching party (in the event litigation is commenced with respect to
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said default or breach, the prevailing party) shall be entitled to all costs and expenses,
including reasonable attorney's fees, whether litigation has been commenced or not,
which may arise or accrue from enforcing any of the terms of this Agreement,
terminating this Agreement, or pursuing any remedy provided hereunder or by applicable
law.

k.
The paragraph headings in this Agreement are for the convenience of the
Settlement Parties only, and shall not limit or expand in any way the provisions of this
Agreement.

K DA CORPORATION
DATE
By: Alison Bodily, its President and Director

(ii

PIONEER BUILDERS COMPANY DATE
OF NEVADA, INC.
By: Ralph Call, its President

~

Ralph Call, personally

DATE

ALL OF THE ABOVE IS, AND ALL DOCUMENTS CONTEMPLATED AND REFERRED TO
ABOVE ARE, ACCEPTED, AGREED TO, AND APPROVED BY:

Harold Heninger, personally and
DATE
as a representative of K D A Corporation

Doris Heninger

DATE

Alison Bodily

DATE

Stanley Bodily

DATE

DeeAnn Johnson

DATE

Kathy Heninger

DATE
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STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF CACHE

)

@

:

ss

The foregoing Settlement Agreement was subscribed, sworn to, and acknowledged before
me this _ _ _ day of February, 2005, by Alison Bodily, both personally and as President and Director
of K D A Corporation, Harold Heninger, both individually and as a representative of K D A
Corporation, Doris Heninger, Stanley Bodily, DeeAnn Johnson, Kathy Heninger, and each of them.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission Expires:

STATE OF MINNESOTA

)
: ss
COUNTY OF_ _ _ _ _ _ )
The foregoing Settlement Agreement was subscribed, sworn to, and acknowledged before
me this _ _ _ day of February, 2005, by Ralph Call, both personally and as President of Pioneer
Builders Company of Nevada, Inc.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission Expires:
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WHEN RECORDED, RETURN TO:
Robert J. Dale, Esq.
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, P.C.
215 South State, Twelfth Floor
P.O. Box 510210
Salt Lake City, UT 84151-0210

SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT
This Subordination Agreement is entered into this _ _ _ day of February, 2005,
by

K DA Corporation, a Utah corporation ("KDA''), for the benefit of Pioneer Builders Company

of Nevada, Inc. ("Pioneer").
WHEREAS, Pioneer is the beneficiary under the following trust deeds (referred to
hereinafter collectively as "Pioneer's Trust Deeds"):
A.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by United West

Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was
recorded on November 17, 2000, as Entry 56648, in Book S8, at Page 271 in the records of
the Rich County Recorder,
B.

A certain "Modification of Trust Deed" executed by Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.,

as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was recorded on August 14,
2001, as Entry 57867 in the records of the Rich County Recorder, and
C.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge

Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was
recorded on August 14, 2001, as Entry 57868 in the records of the Rich County Recorder;
and
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~

WHEREAS, KDA is the beneficiary under the following trust deeds (referred to
hereinafter collectively as "KDA's Trust Deeds"):
A.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by United West

Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031
accomodator for K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on
November 17, 2000, as Entry 56649, in Book S8, at Page 280 in the records of the Rich
County Recorder, and
B.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge

Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031 accomodator for
K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on July 20, 2001, as
Entry 57760, in Book Y8, at Page 394 in the records of the Rich County Recorder; and
WHEREAS, Pioneer's Trust Deeds and KDA's Trust Deeds each affect or may
affect certain real property located at and commonly known as 1135 North Bear Lake Boulevard,
Rich County, Utah 84028, consisting of four separate but contiguous parcels bearing or
previously bearing, respectively, Rich County Tax Identification Numbers 41-08-00-036,
41-08-00-037, 41-08-00-038, and 41-08-00-025, and collectively comprising approximately 40
acres of real property which is more particularly described as set in Exhibit "A" attached hereto,
and all water rights associated therewith (collectively, the "Property"); and
WHEREAS, KDA claims various other estates, rights, titles, liens, encumbrances,
and other interests in, on, and/or to the Property, and various parts, parcels, and portions thereof;
and
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WHEREAS, as a part of a settlement of various claims and disputes between and
among KDA and Pioneer, KDA is willing to and has agreed to subordinate KDA's Trust Deeds and
its other claimed estates, rights, titles, liens, encumbrances, and other interests in, on, and/or to the
Property, and all of it, to Pioneer's Trust Deeds;
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged and agreed to, effective immediately KDA hereby
subordinates to Pioneer's Trust Deeds, and each of them, all estates, rights, titles, claims, liens,
(ii)

encumbrances, and other interests in, on, and/or to the Property, and all parts, parcels, and portions
of the Property, that KDA may have or claim, including, but not limited to, as evidenced by KDA's
Trust Deeds, and each of them.
DATED this __ day of February, 2005.
K DA CORPORATION

~

By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alison Bodily, its President and Director
STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF CACHE

: ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this __ day of February,
2005, by Alison Bodily, who signed in her representative capacity as President and Director of
K DA Corporation.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:
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Exhibit "A"
Legal Descrl ption
Located 1n R1cb County, State of Utah and described as follow5:
Pa.rt of the Southea3t Quarter of8ect1on 8, 'fownsb1p 14 North, Range 5 Ea.st of
the Ba.It Lake Base and Merid!a.n further described as follows:
Parcel 41-08-00-025:
The North haJ.f of Lot 4.
Paroel 41-08-00-036:

.. Begtim.lng at the Northea3t Corner of the Uta.b State Pa.rka a.nd Recreation
Property as ·recorded 1n the Rich County Recorders Office on cJune 4, 19 71, 1n
Book F-2, Page 702, aa.1d point be1ng North 620. 763 feet a.nd East 261 7 .304
feet from the Southwest Cornei;- of sa.1d Southeast Quarter a.nd running thence
Westerly "(record) South 89•56'63 11 West (by measurement) 390 feet, more or
less, to the East bank of an 1rr1gat1on canal; thence follow1ng aa1d Ea.at ba.nk 1n
6 couraea to-wit: North B4•27'02 11 Ea.st 181.64 feet; North 26•30'17' Weat
50.00 feet; North 74•00'45 West 108.86 feet; North 57•04'26" West 20.0 feet;
North 26'61.'29" West 64.65 feet; North 05•03•52 11 E~t 58.36 feet; thence West
124.20 feet; thence South 86•07•04• West 185.39 feet, to a point 1n an eX1st1ng
ro~·, thence North 48•06'30 West 148.68. feet to the Southeast Corner of Lot.
7, prev1ously_ Filed 1Il Book 03 at Page 582; thence West 447.10 feet, to the
Southwest Corner of satd Lot 7; thence North more or leas to the Hen1nger
North property ]1ne a.nd South boundary line of Rieb Ent.erprlses (which ltne
la South 330.0 feet from the Manuel Stolpe South property 11ne); thence East
(by record) B_outh 89•20'51°" Eaat (by measUl'ement) 1n a l1ne parallel to, and
South 330.0 feet from aaJ.d Stolpe South property llne, 1463.428 feet, more or
leBs, to the Heninger East property l1ne; thence South (by record) South
9• 11 •01" E_ast (by measurement) 670.655 feet, more or less, to the point of
beg1nll1.ng. Subject to and together With a 30 feet Rlght.-Of-Wa.y.
11

11

LESS: ·.Any portion that lJea within the State Road.
LESS: The follow1n8' described property:

Pa.rt of the Southeast Quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North, Range 6 East of

the 8a1t Lake Ba5e and Mer1c:tian, further described as follows:

Beglnn.mg at a pcitnt ln the East right-of-way llne of a 30 foot road, saJd po1nt
being North 974.00 feet a.nd East 1827.197 feet from the South quarter corner
of aatd Bect1on 8 and runn1n.g thence a.long said Ea.et and SouLh right-of-way
llne 1n S oourses to w1t: North 34 • S2'26" West 80.89 feet; North 49 ~52'26"
West 169.66 feet; _North 54 • 20'24" WeBt 107 .63 feet; thence along a ourve to
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Qf

the right 113.34 feet (having a chord bearing of North 15•29•55•. East 82.87
11
feet; South 88•26'40 East 10B.O feet more or leas to.the West bank of an
1.rr1gat1on canal; thence following sa.1d West-bank 1n 5 courees to wit: South
33•20 1 31 11 Ea.st 71.87 feet; South 79• 18'46" Ea.st 171.73 feet; Beuth 48•52'05"
Ea.st 45 .4 7 feet; South 41•28•1011 East 103_.8 l feet; South 69 • 1 g '30" East
118.96 feet; thence South 58•50'40" West 118.41; thence South 86•07'04" West
185.39 feet to the point ofbeglnn1ng. Together with a. right-of-way over ea.id 30
foot road for construct1on, egress and ingress from U.S. Hlghway 89 to the
Southwest corner of the above described property, also together 'W1th .ea.semen ts for ut1l1t1es to include but not l1m1ted Lo water, gas, electrlclty,
sewer, a.nd cable T.V. from ex1st1ng or future 1:1tllitlea to the above deaar1bed ·
'
.
property.

Pa.reel 41-08-00-03 7:
Beguuung a.t the North west Corner .of Lot 4, running thence West 1320 feet;
thence South 330 feet; thence East 1320 feet; thence North 330 feet to the
point ofbegln.Il1ng.
Parcel 41-08-00-038:

Beguuung 330 feet South of the Nort.h~est Corner of Lot 4, runn!ng thence
West 1320 feet; thence South 330 feet.; thence East 1320 feet; t.hence North 330
feet to the point. of beglnnJ.ng, together "With a right of way for ingress and
egress.
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WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:
Robert J. Dale, Esq.
Fabian & Clendenin, P.C.
215 South State, Twelfth Floor
P.O. Box 510210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151-0210

RELEASE AND DISCLAIMER OF ALL INTERESTS AND CLAIMS
IN OR TO REAL PROPERTY

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and the legal sufficiency of
which are hereby acknowledged and agreed to, K DA Corporation ("KDA"):
1.
Expressly, irrevocably, and forever releases, cancels, waives, and disclaims any
and all estates, rights, titles, liens, encumbrances, and other interests of any and every kind that it
may have or claim, and that it may ever have had or claimed, in or to, and in any way relating to,
that certain real property located at and commonly known as 1135 North Bear Lake Boulevard,
Rich County, Utah 84028, consisting of four separate but contiguous parcels bearing or
previously bearing, respectively, Rich County Tax Identification Numbers 41-08-00-036,
41-08-00-037, 41-08-00-038, and 41-08-00-025, and collectively comprising approximately 40
acres of real property which is more particularly described as set in Exhibit "A" attached hereto,
and all water rights associated therewith (collectively, the "Property"), including, without
limitation, that may arise from, or that may have arisen from, or that relate or pertain in any way
to any of the following:
a.
That certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by United
West Investments Group, Inc., as truster, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031
accomodator for K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on
November 17, 2000, as Entry 56649, in Book S8, at Page 280 in the records of the Rich
County Recorder, and that certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by
Pine Ridge Properties, Inc., as truster, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031
accomodator for K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on
July 20, 2001, as Entry 57760, in Book Y8, at Page 394 in the records of the Rich County
Recorder (referred to hereinafter collectively as "KDA's Trust Deeds").
b.
That certain lawsuit known as Pioneer Builders v. K D A Corporation, et
al., Utah's First Judicial District Court, Cache County, Civil No. 030100421LM, and that
certain lawsuit known as Pioneer Builders v. K DA Corporation, et al., Utah's First
~

Judicial District Court, Rich County, Civil No. 030100033, which has been consolidated
into above-listed case in Cache County (referred to hereinafter collectively as the
"Lawsuit"), and each, all, and any of the claims, allegations, and defenses in the Lawsuit.
2.
Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, specifically, expressly,
irrevocably, and forever, releases, cancels, waives, and disclaims any and all right to foreclose
upon and sell the Property, and any part, parcel, and portion of it, pursuant to both, each, and
either ofKDA's Trust Deeds, and otherwise.
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3.
Also without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, further specifically,
expressly, irrevocably, and forever, releases, cancels, waives, and disclaims any and all right to
recover or otherwise recoup the Property, and any part, parcel, and portion of it, pursuant to any
of the claims, allegations, and defenses in the Lawsuit, and otherwise.
4.
Represents and warrants that it has not sold nor authorized the sale of the
Property, nor any part, parcel, or portion of it, pursuant to or in satisfaction of either of either of
KDA's Trust Deeds, any claims, allegations, or defenses in the Lawsuit, or otherwise, and that it
will not do so, or attempt to do so, in the future.
5.
Acknowledges that any estate, right, title, lien, encumbrance, and other interest of
any and every kind that KDA had, or may have had, in or to the Property, and each and every
part, parcel, and portion of it, is in any event subordinate to the following trust deeds, liens, and
encumbrances on and against the Property held by Pioneer Builders Company of Nevada, Inc.
(referred to hereinafter collectively as "Pioneer's Trust Deeds"): "Trust Deed with Assignment
of Rents" executed by United West Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as
beneficiary, which trust deed was recorded on November 17, 2000, as Entry 56648, in Book S8,
at Page 271 in the records of the Rich County Recorder, that certain "Modification of Trust
Deed" executed by Pine Ridge Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary,
which trust deed was recorded on August 14, 2001, as Entry 57867 in the records of the Rich
County Recorder, and that certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by Pine
Ridge Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was
recorded on August 14, 2001, as Entry 57868 in the records of the Rich County Recorder.
6.
Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, KDA acknowledges and
concedes the validity and effectiveness of each and all of Pioneer's Trust Deeds as liens upon
and encumbrances against the Property.
KDA shall execute all further documents and perfonn all further acts necessary or
appropriate to effect the full release of the Property from any and all estates, rights, titles, liens,
encumbrances, and other interests of any and every kind that KDA may have or claim, and that it
may ever have had or claimed, in or to the Property, and each and every part, parcel, and portion
of the Property. KDA shall not take any action, by way of foreclosure of either of KDA's Trust
Deeds, assertion or pursuance of any claims or causes of action in or relating to the Lawsuit nor
in any other lawsuit, or otherwise, against or that would in any way affect the title to the Property
or any part, parcel, or portion of the Property, Pioneer's Trust Deeds, or either of them.
KDA represents and warrants that it has not sold, assigned, transferred, conveyed,
hypothecated, encumbered, or otherwise disposed of the W1Y of the claims, rights, documents, or
interests affected by this release and disclaimer.
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WITNESS the hand of the signator this _ _ day of February, 2005.
K D A CORPORATION

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alison Bodily, its President and Director
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF CACHE

)
: ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _ _ day of
February, 2005, by Alison Bodily, who signed in her representative capacity as President and
Director of K D A Corporation.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:
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DAINES, WYATT & ALLEN
LAW OFFICES

N. GEORGE DAINES

Memo
To:·

Gary Anderson, et al

From:

Date:

N. George Daines
F.ebruary 27, 2005

Re:

Changes to Settlement Agreement

The Settlement Agreement generally follows the terms we have discussed with some
modifications necessary to fully balance the arrangements between both sides. There is a great
deal of unnecessary language which could severely hamper pros·ecution of the remaining
KDA claims.. This needs to be removed. K.DA ·need only concede ~o the necessary relief so
that you can proceed to foreclosure subject to our subordinate Trust Deed.
I have numbered the changes so that we can talk ~out each one by reference. The
changes discussed are not in .order.
.
1. E1·roneous Math-Section 4.c.@page 5:_The computation $170,000 is in error as
isthe $1,700,000. The agreement is that Pioneer receives 20% of the first $500,000
ancfiheri 1Oo/o. thereafter".'Irr the example ther~ds id'aflure t6 deduct the $5'CYOJ)QQ~.
_leading the erroneous math.
·
•,. . :

to

2. Spe~jal Warranty Deed -Attachments: The agreement is that KDA will transfer
its title positio~ as to the Parcel .-025 title to Pioneer withoµt warranties; esse~tially
subjecttoth~ .leases, tn~moerships, . etc; as seffoith"in all the· previo1is d~eds': We
have.discussed this severaftimes. The:recorded deeds.alfhave this caveat and I
would suggest we ·us~ the same langt!age in the new Sp~cial Warranty Deed. We
up.derstand.the problem with usingQµit Claim.Deeds because of the after acquired
title rule. Nevertheless we cannot ~dermine t}J.ese claimants witµout incurring
additional liability to KDA. All of the original sale and transfer documents
repeatedly intltide a disclosure of these extraneous interests. This status needs to be .
cieaiied up 1n· the ·deeds
fanguage of the._Settlem~-nt Agreement. in addition to
the Special Warranty Deed; Section·s needs to be reworded to reflect t~s position.
·KD A-suggests ·that the first two-sentences nf Section ·s ·are· unnecessaryand ·-shou~d · ·
be deleted. The concession to the relief requested in the Complaint is adequate. In
addition th~ "without limitation, qµalification, or reservation of aqy kind" language
should be deleted. The balance of that sentence to the effect that KDA interests are
made subordinate is acceptable. It is further suggested that Section 5.e. and its
accompanying Exhibit G be deleted. KDA retains its Trust Deed and redemption

and
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f;_

rights. The subordination is adequate to accomplish all of what Pioneer needs as to
this title. Section 7.ii. also has language about extinguishing all rights which needs
to be modified to allow the redemption rights and subordinate Trust Deed rights still
held byKDA.
3. Language of Stipulation: Throughout the Settlement Agreement the language is
used that KDA "acknowledges, co11ceq~ anq s.tipµlates." This Ia,1guage jnfers and
suggests that KDA never had any right to disagree and is now admitting that it was
wrong from the start. I<DA is not taking that position. Please modify the language
with a search and replac·e.function to simply make it read "KDA stipulates'' which
language should be satisfactory in every respect to accomplish all of the Settlement
Agreement goals. In addition there is very unnecessary language in Section 7 to the
effect that KDA concedes that every allegation in the first Ten Causes of Action is
right.. They-are not all.right and.you do not need that concession.:.we are-stipulating
that you get the relief requested, nothing more. To do otherwise creates severe
problems in the remaining KDA claims.
4. Assignment of Claims - Section 3 @page 4: Tpe Assignment of Claims should
expressly include the.Pioneer and .Call assig~ent of the loss.es, damag~ and/or
shortfalls that.occu_r as a result of the.foreclosure sale.and this release of the Logan
property. Pioneer has trust .deed notes that ~how a b8;l~ce owing; ~hey
result in
a dollar judgment in the mortgage foreclosure action. The mortgage will the1:1·be
foreclosed and the property sold. Weare all sure there will be.insufficient sales
pro_ceeds tq s~ti~fy t~e judgme~t r~ndered;·'I'.here ·will b~ .a .deficiency amotinLA.s it
is a judicial foreclosure this will flow directly .from the sale amounts. Because the
Truster has filed bankruptcy and been discharged there i_s no claim against that
entity. But the very claim that is being assigned to KDA is the Pioneer losses and
damages that result froin the.inability of Pioneerforealize thefoan amount owed.
To the..extent that this is,a· valuation.issue there·.may not-he:.a.claim_.but to the-~xtent
that.there have been losses ofcollat~ral ·(Log~ Property),.. d~1ays, etc., ther~is_ ·a
remaining claim again~t these parties. I woulq stigg~st that th~ following language
be added at the end :of the· opening paragraph: 'This Assignment expressly inc1udes
the .future assignment of ~Y portion of thejijdgment-reiidered for Pioneer and Call
on its trust de·ed notes that.remains urisatisffed ·after the foreclosure ·sales of the Rich
County real ·property!' The same· language should be addedto the Assignment·
document.
.

will

5. Additional Recitals: Some additional recitals are suggested all ofwhich would be
inserted between N. and M. your draft. These ·are just clarifications and
justifications for what follows, they are not intended to change the Agreement but to
explain and justify:

in

N. The parties enter into this Settlement Agreement to compromise disputed

· c1aimfoelweeri them as sefforlh iii fhe cotiirpieadfogs":-Each" cir the -parties - - ·
have made· this Settlement Agreement because of the cost and expense of
litigating their claims, the possibility of adverse results, evidentiary problems,
and their financial need for immediate resolution of these claims. These
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compromises, as included in this Settlement Agreement, represent a
substantial financial loss to each of the parties.
0. KDA is fully and completely subjecting its interests in Parcel -025 to

Pioneer's Trnst Deed subject only to the interests of leaseholders,
memberships, etc. KDA makes this compromise of its disputed claims to
Parcel -025_ as part of the global settlement mrnngeq1eJ1ts with Pione~r! This
concession is necessary for purposes of this settlement and will allow Pioneer
to foreclose all of the property in a consistent and economical manner. KDA
has concluded that this settlement is in the best interest of KDA and the
interests ofleaseholders and membership holders ..
P. KDA and Pioneer will cooperate with each other to attempt to resolve all
title.is~!-_!-~ rel~.t~q _to I>_arc~J -025 w.it.h tb~ v~ous cJaima~ts._ I~A agrees to
use its best efforts to effect settlements of those interests. ·
Q. KDA will fully retain all of the redemption-rights inherent in its
subordinate Trust Deed position as to the Rich County Property.

R This Settle~ent Agreement is a settlement of disputed facts and legal·
arguments entered into by the parties for the practical and economical
resolution of their disputed claims. AR such it shall be regarded as a
"settlement of disputed claims" and not as evidence of facts or legal
detenninations. ·
.

~

.

S. This Settlement Agreement includes concessions that Pioneer's first Ten
Causes of Action shall be granted which is a stipulation only that the relief
requested as to each of said Causes of Action shall be granted.

{i

6. Trust Deed Claim to Rents: We need to make-sure that all ofus understand that
there
be no suiviving claim based on Pioneer's Trust Deed to any rents-that
KDA may ha:ve received prior to the execution of the Settlement Agreement. KDA
has received a modest portion of those rents to this date. We understand the
Settlement Agreement to resolve that issue and henceforth any rents received
would,•·under the Assignment bf Rents provision, go to·Pioneer. ·

mll

~

7. Releas~ and nisclaimer-of All lnter~ts: This Exhibit appears to suggest that the
Trust Deed of KDA is to be abrogated. There is no reason to do this. The
subordination fully satisfies all of Pioneer and Calls needs in this regard. If you wish
to use t4is ·document it should expressly except out of the release and disclaimer all
the rights inherent in a subordinate trust deed. I think the document is unnecessary.

8. Stipulation and Order E;xbibit: Section 2.b. should note that KDA retains no
ri:S~!~-~?'?~1?~5?~Y. ~JC?~.~ ~g~t~__c~-~~-i~~~~~ -~-it~-~ ~~~.C?.!P.!~;!~ .I~~~ P.~~~ J~9l~er. _~n
addition there needs to be the standard reciprocal statements in numbered
paragraphs that Pioneer and Call have no claims against KDA, its agents and
officers except the claims relating to the right to foreclose and realize upon the trust
deed position on the Rich County Property. This needs to be a full a1Jd complete
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release just as tight and full as the reciprocal release KDA is giving Pioneer and
Call. The Order needs to reflect the same paragraph. Essentially Pioneer and Call
are to have no claims against KDA except the claims and rights necessruy to
complete foreclosure of the Rich County Property. The Stipulation and Order
should so state specifically.

'·

I

.,
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
This settlement agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into on the date(s) specified
below herein, by and between PIONEER BUILDERS COMP ANY OF NEVADA, INC., a Nevada
corporation a/k/a PIONEER BUILDERS OF NEVADA, a Nevada corporation a/k/a PIONEER
BUILDERS, a Nevada corporation ("Pioneer'') RALPH CALL ("Call,,), and K D A CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation a/k/a KDA CORPORATION a/k/a K.D.A. CORPORATION a/k/a THE K.D.A.
CORPORATION, and a/k/a K.D.A. CORPORATION, INC. ("KDA"). Pioneer, Call, and KDA are
sometimes hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Settlement Parties".
7

RECITALS
A.
Pioneer is the beneficiary of the following trust deeds (sometimes referred to hereinafter
collectively as "Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds"):
1.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by United West
Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was
recorded on November 17, 2000, as Entry No, 56648, in Book S8, at Page 271 in the records of
the Rich County Recorder ("Pioneer's Original Trust Deed,,).

2.
A certain "Modification of Trust Deed" executed by Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.,
as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was recorded on August 14, 2001,
as Entry No. 57867 in the records of the Rich County Recorder ("Pioneer's Modified Trust
Deed").
3.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge
Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was recorded on
August 14, 2001, as Entry No. 57868 in the records of the Rich Co1mty Recorder ("Pioneer's
Supplemental Trust Deed'').
B.
K.DA is the beneficiary of the following trust deeds (sometimes referred to hereinafter
collectively as ('KPA's Rich County Trust Deeds");
1.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents,, executed by United West
Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of"Sumrrrit Escrow Services as 1031 accornodator
for K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on November 17, 2000,
as Entry No. 56649, in Book S8, at Page 280 in the records of the Rich County Recorder (the
"First IIDA Trust Deed").
· 2.
A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge
Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031 accomodator for
K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on July 20, 2001, as Entry
No. 57760, in Book Y8, at Page 394 in the records of the Rich Cotmty Recorder (the "Second
KDA Trust Deed,,) .
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C.

Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds and KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds each affect or

may affect certain real property located at and commonly known as 1135 North Bear Lake Boulevard,

Rich County, Utah 84028, consisting of four separate but <;ontiguous parcels bearing or previously
bearing, respectively, Rich County Tax Identification Numbers 41-08-00-036, 41-08-00-037,
41-08-00-038, and 41-08-00-025, and collectively comprising approximately 40 acres of real property
which is more particularly described as set in Exhibit ''A" attached hereto, and all water rights
associated therewith (collectively, the "Rich County Property").
D.
Pioneer also is the beneficiary of a certain un-recorded "Trust Deed with Assignment of
Rents 0 covering certain real properly located in Cache County, Utah ("Pioneer's Cache County Trust
Deed"), which real property (the "Cache County Property") is more particularly described as follows:

Beginning at a point 14½ rods East of the Northwest Comer of Block 1, Plat "E''
Logan City Survey, and running thence South 18 rods; thence East 4½ rods; thence
North 18 rods; thence West 4½ rods to the point of beginning. Being situate in the
Northeast Quarter of Section 34, Township 12 North, Range 1 East of the Salt Lake
Base and Meridian.
Cache County Tax ID No. 06-058-0022
E.
Pioneer is the beneficiary of a certain "Guaranty," and other purported documents by .
which it is claimed that KDA guaranteed payment of the underlying obligation(s) and debt(s) for which
Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds and Pioneer's Cache Cowity Trust Deed were executed as security
(any and all such guarantees are referred to hereinafter collectively as the "KDA Guaranty").
F.
Due to a default and breach on and of the underlying obligation(s) and debt(s) secured by
Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds and Pioneer's Cache County Trust Deed, Pioneer has filed the
following lawsuits, which have been consolidated and are referred to hereinafter collectively as the
"Lawsuit" in which Pioneer seeks, among other things, to foreclose upon the Rich County Property and
the Cache County Property, including, without limitation; as against KDA, among others:
1.
Pioneer Builders v. KD A Corporation. et al., Utah's First Judicial District Cowt,
Cache County, Civil No. 030100421LM, and
2.
Pioneer Builders v. KD A Corporation, et al., Utah's First Judicial District Court,
Rich County, Civil No. 030100033, consolidated into above-listed case in Cache County.
G.
Pioneer has caused a "Notice of Lis Pendens'' relating to the-Lawsuit to be recorded in
the office of the Cache County Recorder on March 5, 2003, as Entry No. 815756, in Book 1205, at Page
813, and another '~otice of Lis Pendens" also relating to the Lawsuit to be recorded in the office of the
Cache Count Recorder on February 23, 2005, as Entry No. 883988, in Book 1341, at Page 482. (referred
to hereinafter collectively as the "Lis Pendens").
H.
Pioneer also seeks in the Lawsuit, among other things, to collect any amount still due and
owing to Pioneer after its foreclosures on and of the Rich County Property and the Cache County
Property, including from KDA pursuant to the ICDA Guaranty.
33537!.1_2.DOC
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Cj

I.

KDA has filed various counterclaims in the Lawsuit against Pioneer.

J.

KDA also has filed various third-party claims in the Lawsuit against Call.

K.
Various other claims and disputes have arisen among th(} Settlement Parties, including,
without limitation, in the Lawsuit, regarding, among other things, the priority of Pioneer's Rich County
Trust Deeds as compared to KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds, the scope and extent of the Rich County
Property and the interests in the Rich County Property that are covered and encumbered by Pioneer's
Rich County Trust Deeds, the validity and enforceability of Pioneer's Cache County Trust Deed and the
KDA Guaranty, and claims regarding alleged forgeries and the claimed or possibly claimed
incompetency of Mr. Harold Heninger, a principal ofKDA.
L.
KDA desires to sell the Cache County Property and to convey to its proposed buyer good
and marketable title to the Cache County Property free and clear of any claim of Pioneer's Cache
Comity Trust Deed and the Lis Pendens regarding the Cache County Property, and has a closing for an
anticipated sale presently scheduled for February 28, 2005 (the "Proposed Sale,,).
M.

Pioneer desires to complete its foreclosure of the Rich County Property as against all

parties, including as against KDA.

N.
The Settlement Parties are desirous ofrcsolving all differences between them, subject to
the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

WHEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein set
forth, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged and agreed to, the Settlement Parties agree as follows:

.AGREEMENT
1.
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIS PENDENS: Pioneer shall and does hereby authorize
and instruct its attorneys of record in the Lawsuit, including, without limitation, Gary N.
Anderson, to sign, and to deliver as set forth below, a "Partial Release of Lis Pendens," of which
a copy is attached hereto as Exhibit "B,U for the release of record of only the above~identified Lis
Pendens as against the Cache County Property only. The Settlement Parties understand and
acknowledge that Pioneer has recorded or caused to be recorded various other lis pendens
relating to the Lawsuit, including particularly, but without limitation, as it affects the llich
County Property, in addition to the above-identified Lis Pendens. The Settlement Parties
acknowledge and agree that nothing in this Agreement nor in the Partial Release of Lis Pendens
shall release or affect in any way any other lis pendens that Pioneer has recorded or caused to be
recorded on or affecting the Rich County Property. The timing of and other requirements
relating to the delivery and exchange of the Partial Release of Lis Pend ens, the Cash Payment (as
that term is defined below), and other of the documents referenced in this Agreement are set
forth below in this Agreement in the "Escrow" paragraph below in this Agreement.
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2.
CASH PAYMENT TO PIONEER: Out of the proceeds of the Proposed Sale, and at
and as a part of the closing of the Proposed Sale on February 28; 2005, KDA shall irrevocably
pay to Pioneer, by cashier's check or the check of Northern Title Company which is handling the
closing for KDA's Proposed Sale of the Cache County Property, the sum of Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($50,000.00). This payment is identified and referred to hereinafter as the "Cash
Payment."
3,
ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS: Pioneer and Call shall sign the "Assignment of Claims"
that is attached hereto as Exhibit "C," assigning to KDA, without warranty or recourse of any
kind, any claims that Pioneer, Call, and each of them, may have as against Steven G. Baugh, ·
Re/Max In The Valley, Re/Max West, Thor Roundy, Thor Roundy, P.C., Advanced Title
Insurance Agency, L.C., Summit Escrow Services, L.C., and any of them (referred to hereinafter
collectively as the "Alleged Tortfeasors,,) that relate or pertain in any way to any of the
transactions that are the subject of the Lawsuit. This assignment includes and shall include the
future assignment of any portion of the judgment rendered for Pioneer and Call on and pursuant
to its promissory notes that are the subject of the Lawsuit that remains unsatisfied after the
foreclosure sale(s) of the Rich County Property.
a.
Provided, however, that nothing in this Agreementnor in the Assignment of
Claims is or should be construed to be any representation, warranty, or expression of any
opinion of any kind one way or the other, as to wheth:er Pioneer, Call, or either of them,
has or believes they have any claim against the AUeged Tortfeasors, and/or any of them.
b.
Provided, further, however, that the assignment of claims that is the subject of
paragraph does not include, is expressly subject to, and Pioneer and Call expressly
reserve and do not assign to KD.A, any and all of their rights for their recovery of
attorneys fees and costs incurred by or on b~half of Pioneer, Call, and each of them, to
which the underwriter on Pioneer's policy of title insurance relating to the Rich County
Property may be subrogated.
c.
K.DA shall and hereby agrees to indemnify and hold hannless Pioneer, Call, and
each of them, from and against any and all claims that may be asserted against Pioneer,
Call, or either of them, by or from the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of them, and any
assignee or other successor of any of them, that relate or pertain in any way to any claims
which K.D A has asserted or may assert against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and any of them.
KDA also shall sign the Assignment of Claims to further so acknowledge the tem1s of
this sub-paragraph.
4.
CONTINGENT PAYMENT TO PIONEER: Out of any recovery KDA receives from
prosecution of any claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors or any of them, upon any claim or
basis, KDA shall pay to Pioneer the following amounts:
a.
Twenty percent (20%) of the amount of any such recovery by judgment,
settlement, or otherwise, less only the amowit necessary to pay KDA's attorney fees and
other costs actually incurred in prosecution of such claims, until Pioneer has been paid
the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00), and
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~

b.
After Pioneer has been paid the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars
($100,000.00) KDA shall pay to Pioneer ten percent (10%) of the amount o·f any recovery
by judgment, settlement, or otherwise, less only the amount necessary to pay KDA 's
attorney fees and other costs actually incurred in prosecution of such claims,
c.
By way of illustration only, and without limitation of any kind upon the
foregoing, if the total amount KDA recovers against the Alleged Tortfeasors or any of
them, upon any claim or basis, is Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00), and KDA's
attorney fees and costs incurred in prosecution of the claims total Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00), then the amounts KDA is required to pay to Pioneer are
as follows (the Settlement Parties understand, acknowledge, and agree that this
calculation is an illustration and example only of the mathematical formula to be applied
under and pursuant to this Agreement, and is not any representation or warranty ofany
kind as to the value or potential value ofany claims or potential claims against the
Alleged Tortfeasors or any of them, nor of the attomey fees and costs that may be
incurred in prosecution ofany such claims):
$2,000,000.00
<

200,000.00>

1,800,000.00
100,000.00

Total recovery
KD A, s attorney fees and costs
Total net recovery
First amount payable to Pioneer at 20% of net l'ecovery
on the first $500,000.00 recovered

130,000.00

Remaining amount payable to Pioneer at 10% ofthe
remaining $1,300,000.00 of the net recovery
($1,800,000.00 less the first $500,000.00 on which·:Pioneer
will already have been paid 20% as noted above),

d.
Also without limitation of any kind upon any of the foregoing, with respect to any
recovery of any amounts from the Alleged Tortfeasors by .KDA, including, without
limitation, small amounts from time to time, such recovered amount(s) shall be applied
first toward payment ofK.DNs attorney fees and costs incurred in prosecution of the
claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors or any of them, second toward the percentages
payable to Pioneer as set forth above, and third any remaining amount(s) may be paid to
KDA or its designee(s).
·

~

e.
Nothing in this Agreement shall in any way obligate Pioneer, Call, or either of
them, to contribute in any way toward payment of any attorney fees or costs incurred by
or on behalf of KDA relating or pertaining in any way to any claims or potential claims
against the Alleged Tortfeasors or any of them, or to incur any costs in connection
therewith.
f.
KDA shall have full control over all decisions relating to the prosecution,
settlement, and dismissal of any and all claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors, and need
not consult with Pioneer or Call in advance on or with respect to any decision or issue
relating or pertaining in any way to any disposition or proposed disposition of any claims
33.5379_2.DOC
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against the Alleged Tortfeasors, Nevertheless, K.DA shall keep Pioneer updated, in
writing, at least once every six months as to the status of the litigation against the Alleged
Tortfeasors, and KDA shall notify Pioneer in writing within fifteen days of any court
ruling, order, or judgment of any kind (whether a judgment, a dismissal, a minute entry,
or otherwise), or within fifteen days after any settlement, as to the substance of the ruling,
order, judgment, or settlement, and shall provide to Pioneer a copy of any and all such
rulings, orders, judgments, and settlement documents. Such notice and copies shall be
mailed by United States first class mail, postage fully prepaid, to:
Ralph Call
Pioneer Builders Company of Nevada, Inc.
585 Canyon Road
Providence, UT 84332
With an exact copy also at the same time to be mailed by United States
first class mail, postage fully prepaid, to:
Gary N. Anderson
HILLYARD,ANDERSON & OLSEN, P.C.
17 5 East 100 North
Logan, UT 84321
g,
KD A and its legal counsel shall keep records of all judgment and other amounts
awarded, all settlements, and all amounts actually collected and the dates of collection,
and all amounts disbursed and otherwise applied at any time from any such amounts
collected due to, on, or as a result of any claims against the Alleged Tortfeasors or any of
them, and of all ofKDA's attorney fees and costs incurred. Pioneer and its attomey(s)
shall be entitled to, upon two business days' written notice sent to N. George Daines and
Jonathan E. Jenkins, DAINES, WYATT & ALLEN, LLP, 108 N. Main Street, Suite 200,
Logan, UT 84321, review, inspect, and copy any and all such records.

5,
RICH COUNTY PROPERTY: By this Agreement KDA stipulates that Pioneer's Rich
County Trust Deeds attached to and encumber, and were intended to attach to and encumber, all
of the Rich County Property, without any limitation or qualification of any kind. Without
limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, l(DA specifically stipulates that Pioneer's Rich
County Trust Deeds attached to and encumber, and were intended to attach to and encumber, that
parcel of the Rich County Property that is identified and referred to in the lawsuit, and
hereinafter, as "Parcel .. 025,, (which is the property bearing Rich County Tax ID No. 41-08-00025). KDA stipulates and agrees to all relief requested by Pioneer in the First through and
including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint that is on file in
the Lawsuit. KDA shall take all steps reasonably necessary to ensure Pioneer obtains all of the
relief requested in the First through and including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's
Second Amended Complaint that is on file in the Lawsuit, Without limitation of any kind upon
the foregoing, KDA shall take aJl steps reasonably necessary to ensure that Pioneer's Rich
County Trust Deeds as a matter of record are attached to, do attach to, and that they encumber all
of the Rich County Property without limitation, qualification, or reservation of any kind, and to
subordinate any all estates, rights, titles, claims, liens, trust deeds, encumbrances, and other
3.35379_2.DOC
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interests held or claimed by KDA in, on, and/or to the Rich County Property, including, without
limitation, KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds. Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing,
KDA. shall:
a.
Sign, having its signature properly notarized, a "Quit Claim Deed," in recordable
fonn, jointly to United West Investments Group, Inc. and Pine Ridge Properties, Inc., as
grantees, ofwhlch Quit Claim Deed a copy is attached hereto as Exhibit "D," including,
without limitation, conveying Parcel -025 to United West Investments Group, Inc. and to
Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.
b.
Obtain from Swmnit Escrow Services a good and valid document(s), in
recordable fonn acceptable to and accepted and approved by Pioneer and its legal counsel
of record in the Lawsuit, by which Summit Escrow Services, releases, waives, disclaims,
and assigns to KDA all rights, claims, and interests under, pursuant to, and relating or
pertaining in any way to the First KDA Trust Deed and the Second KDA Trust Deed.

~

c.
Sign, having its signature properly notarized, a "Subordination Agreement," in
recordable form, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "B," acknowledging and
establishing the first and priority position of Pioneers' Rich County Trust Deeds as
against each and both ofKDA's Rich County Trust Deeds, and any and all other estates,
rights, titles, claims, liens, encumbrances, and other interests held or claimed by KDA in,
on, and/or to the Rich County Property, and any part, parcel, or portion thereof, and
subordinating KDA!s Rich CoW1ty Trust Deeds, and any and all other estates, rights,
titles, claims, liens, encumbrances, and other interests held or claimed by KDA in, on,
and/or to the Rich County Property, and any part, parcel, or portion thereof, to Pioneer's
Rich County Trust Deeds.

6.
MUTUAL COOPERATION: The Settlement Parties each shall cooperate as and to the
extent they reasonably, ethically, and legally can, in the other Settlement Parties, prosecution of
their claims remaining in the Lawsuit after the settlement contemplated by this Agreement. This
shall include, but not be limited to, providing, upon reasonable advance written notice,
docwnents and information and testimony relating to one another's claims, but only existing
documents and honest infonnation and testimony. Nothing in this provision shall require any of
the Settlement Parties to bear any expense for compliance with this provision; all expenses
reasonably incurred by one of the Settlement Parties in doing anything in or for compliance with
this paragraph shall be reimbursed and repaid by the Settlement Parties requesting such thing to
be done within ten (10) days of written notice of such expense and the amount thereofbeing
provided to such one of the Settlement Parties.

7.
STIPULATIONS REGARDING, AND RELEASES AND RESERVATIONS OF
CLAIMS:
a.
Effective upon signature of this Agreement by all of the parties and people for
whom signature lines are provided below, compliance with all requirements and
conditions set forth in the "Escrow" paragraph below in this Agreement, the signature
and filing of the stipulation and joint motion referenced in paragraph 8. below, and the
signature and entry by the Court in the Lawsuit of the order referenced in paragraph 8.
335379_2.00C
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below (collectively, the "Release Conditions Precedent"), KDA fully and irrevocably
releases, waives, disclaims, and withdraws any and all objections and defenses to each
and all of the First through and including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second
Amended Complaint on file in the Lawsuit . KDA stipulates that Pioneer is entitled to all
of the relief requested in the First through and including the Tenth Causes of Action in
Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint, including particularly, but without limitation, for
all of the reasons and upon all of the bases alleged in the First through and including the
Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint. Without limitation of
any kind upon the foregoing, KDA agrees as follows:

i.
Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds each attached to, affect, and encumber
all of the Rich County Property, including, without limitation, Parcel -025,
including, without limitation, ahead of, superior to, and not subject to any of
KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds,
ii.
Pioneer is entitled to foreclose upon all of the Rich County Property,
including, without limitation, Parcel p025, including, but without limitation,
foreclosing out, terminating, and extinguishing any and all estates, rights, titles,
liens, encumbrances, and other interests of any and all types and natures
whatsoever that KDA may have or claim in, on, or to the Rich County Property,
and any and every part, parcel, and portion thereof, including, without limitation,
KDA's Rich County Trust Deeds, and
m.
KDA shall remain a named defendant on, for, and under the First through
and including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended
Complaint (including as they may be amended from time to time), against whom
appropriate relief may be awarded and ordered by the Court with respect to and to
obtain foreclosure by Pioneer on, of, and against the Rich County Property, and
all parts, parcels, and portions thereof, including, without limitation, Parcel -025.
KDA shall not object to, oppose, or interfere in any way with Pioneer's efforts to
obtain the relief of the type, nature, and extent requested in the First through and
including the Tenth Causes of Action in Pioneer's Second Amended Complaint
(including as they may be amended from time to time).
b.
Effective only upon the occurrence and satisfaction of all of the Release
Conditions Precedent, Pioneer fully and irrevocably releases, waives, disclaims, and
withdraws its Thirteenth through Eighteenth Causes of Action in its Second Amended
Complaint on file herein.
c.
Effective only upon the occurrence and satisfaction of all of the Release
Conditions Precedent, KDA fully and irrevocably releases, waives, disclaims, and
withdraws all claims and causes of action, asserted and unasserted, known and unknown,
against Pioneer. Call, and each of them, including, but not limited to, all claims KDA has
alleged in the Lawsuit as against Pioneer, Call, and each and either of them.
d.
Except as expressly noted hereinabove, Pioneer and Call each expressly reserve
all of their respective rights, claims, causes of action, and defenses in, on, to, against, and
335379_2.DOC
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relating or pertaining in any way to all property, persons, entities, and parties of every
type, nature, and description whatsoever.· Without limitation of any kind upon the
foregoing, and subject only to the exceptions expressly noted hereinabove, Pioneer and
Call each expressly reserve all of their rights, claims, interests, and arguments, in, to,
against, and regarding each and all of Pioneer's Rich County Trust Deeds, both K.DA's
Rich County Trust Deeds, the Rich County Property and all parts, parcels, and portions of
the Rich County Property, the Lawsuit, including particularly, but without limitation, all
claims and causes of action relating to foreclosure of the Rich County Property, and all
parts, parcels, and portions of the Rich County Property, and any and every person, entity
and party who claims or may claim any estate, right, title, claim, lien, encumbrance, or
other interest in, on, or to any part, parcel, or portion of the Rich County Property.
Nothing in this Agreement shall in any way release or otherwise affect any of Pioneer's
rights, claims, causes of action, or defenses in the Lawsuit with respect to foreclosure of
the Rich County Property, and all parts, parcels, and portions of the Rich County
Property, including, without limitation, against KDA and any and every other person,
entity, and party who claims or may claim any estate, right, title, claim, lien,
encumbrance, trust deed, or other interest in, on, or to any part, parcel, or portion of the
Rich County Property.
e.
Except as expressly noted hereinabove, KDA expressly reserves all of its rights,
claims, causes of action, and defenses in, on, to, against, and relating or pertaining in any
way to all persons, entities, and parties (except Pioneer and Call) of every type, narure,
and description whatsoever. Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, and
subject to the exceptions expressly noted hereinabove, KDA expressly reserves all of its
rights, claims, interests, and arguments in, to, against, and regarding the Lawsuit and as
against and with respect to the Alleged Tortfeasors. Nothing in this Agreement shall in
any way release or otherwise affect any ofKDA's rights, claims, causes ofaction, or
defenses in the Lawsuit with respect to the Alleged Tortfeasors,
f.
The releases, waivers, disclaimers, and withdrawals noted above in this paragraph
apply to, release, and inure to the benefit of the respective released party and to the
released party's respective agents, attorneys, representatives, directors, officers,
shareholders, managers, members, employees, heirs, successors, and assigns.

<i

8.
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE OF PORTIONS OF THE LAWSUIT AS
BETWEEN SETTLEMENT PARTIES: The Settlement Parties shall, and hereby authorize
and instruct their respective counsel ofrecord in the Lawsuit to, sign and to submit to the Coud
the "Stipulation and Joint Motion for Dismissal With Prejudice of Certain Claims Between
Pioneer Builders, Ralph Call, and K D A Corporation," and the "Order of Dismissal With
Prejudice of Certain Claims Between Pioneer Builders, Ralph Call, and K D A Corporation," of
which copies are attached hereto as Exhibits up" and "G," respectively, and all other documents
necessary and appropriate to obtain dismissal with prejudice-as between and among the
Settlement Parties of the certain claims referenced in the stipulation, joint motion, and order
attached hereto as Exhibits "F" and "G" upon the terms and conditions set folih more fully in
those documents.
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9.
ESCROW: Time is of the essence to this Agreement. By or before 4:00 p.m. on
February 28, 2005:
a.
This Agreement shall be signed and dated by all persons for whom there is a
signature line provided hereinbelow, with each person's signature properly notarized, and
a complete copy of this Agreement bearing the properly notarized signature of each such
person, including by any number of counterparts and including by telefax and other
copies if necessary, shall be delivered to and placed and deposited in escrow (the
"Escrow'') with the title insurance and escrow agent who is handling the closing of
KDA's Proposed Sale of the Cache County Property:

Jay Davis, Escrow Officer
Northern Title Company
11 West Center Street
Logan, UT 84321
T: (435) 752-3600
F: (435) 752-3612
e-mail: j ayd@northemtitle.net
(referred to herein as "Northern Title Company")
b.
This Agreement shall be and become effective immediately upon the satisfaction
of the immediately preceding sub-paragraph a.
c.
The Partial Release of Lis Pendens shall be signed, dated, notarized, and the
original of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with Northern Title Company.
d.

The Cash Payment shall placed in Escrow with Northern Title Company.

e.
The Assignment of Claims shall be signed and dated by KDA, with such signature
properly notarized, and the original of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with
Northern Title Company.
f.
The Assignment of Claims shall be signed and dated by Pioneer, with its signature
properly notarized, and a telefax or other copy of that document shall be deposited in
Escrow with Northern Title Company.

g.
The Quit Claim Deed from KDA to United West Investments Group, Inc. and
Pine Ridge Properties, Inc. shall be signed and dated by KDA, with such signature
properly notarized, and the original of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with
Northern Title Company.
h.
The assignment(s) from Summit Escrow Services to KDA of all rights, claims,
and interests under, pursuant to, and relating or pertaining in any way to the First KDA
Trust Deed and the Second KDA Trust Deed, in a recordable form acceptable to and
accepted and approved by Pioneer and its legal counsel ofrecord in the Lawsuit (the
usnmmit Assignment"), shall be signed and dated by KDA, with such signature properly
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notarized, and the original of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with Northern
Title Company.
i.
The Subordination Agreement shall be signed and dated by KDA, with such
signature properly notarized, and the original of that document shall be deposited in
Escrow with Northern Title Company.

j.
The Subordination Agreement shall be signed and dated by Pioneer, with its
signature properly notarized, and a telefax or other copy of that document sha11 be
deposited in Escrow with Northern Title Company.

k.
The stipulation and joint motion for, and the order of, dismissal with prejudice of
the Lawsuit (in the form of Exhibits "F" and "G" hereto, respectively) shall be signed by
at least one of the attorneys of record for each of the Settlement Parties, and the original
of that document shall be deposited in Escrow with Northern Title Comp0:ny.

1.
Upon its receipt of all of the above items, as set forth above, Northern Title
Company shall:
Release, disburse, and othetWise pay to Pioneer (including by delivery to
any one of its attorneys of record in the Lawsuit) the Cash Payment.

i.

ii.
Release and deliver to any one of Pioneer's attorneys of record in the
Lawsuit the fully and properly executed originals of each of the following
documents: the Quit Claim Deed from KDA to United West Investments Group,
Inc., and Pine Ridge Properties, Inc., the Summit Assignment, the Subordination
Agreement bearing KDA's original and notarized signature, the stipulation and
joint motion for and the order for dismissal with prejudice of the Lawsuit, the
Assignment of Claims bearing KDNs original and notarized signature.
111.
Release or deliver to KDA or any of its attorneys of record in the Lawsuif,
or record, the Partial Release of Lis Pend ens, at the discretion and instruction of
and at the sole cost and expense ofKDA.

iv.
Release or deliver to KDA or any of its attorneys of record in the Lawsuit
the Assignment of Claims and the Subordination Agreement bearing Pioneer's fax
copy signature. Pioneer shall deliver directly to KDA's counsel ofrecord in the
Lawsuit the Assignment of Claims bearing Pioneer's original and notarized
signature by or before March 10, 2005, provided that all of the above terms and
conditions have been complied with and met and that KDA otherwise fully
complies with this Agreement.

Ci

m.
A copy of this Agreement shall be delivered to Northern Title Company and shall
be, constitute, and operate as its escrow instructions with respect to the matters and
documents that are referenced in this Agreement and particularly in this paragraph 10.

n.
335319_2.DOC
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MISCELLA!'.'iEOUS:

10.

a.
The Settlement Parties agree to execute all further docwnents and perform all
further acts necessary and appropriate to effectuate the performance of the terms and
intent of this Agreement.
b.
This Agreement, and all documents and acts necessary and appropriate to
effectuate the perfonnance of the tenns of this Agreement, is a compromise of disputed
claims and shall not be construed or deemed to be an admission of liability or of
wrongdoing by any of the Settlement Parties to anyone else, including without limitation
to any of the other Settlement Parties. The Settlement Parties further expressly agree that
nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as an admission or acceptance by any of the
Settlement Parties of the validity of any of the claims of anyone else, including without
limitation of the other Settlement Parties.

c.
The Settlement Parties each represent and warrant that they have not sold,
assigned, transferred, conveyed, hypothecated, encumbered, or otherwise disposed of any
of the claims and/or interests affected by this Agreement, and that they have the full right,
power, and authority to execute this Agreement, and to execute any and all docwnents as
may be necessary to effectuate the tenns of this Agreement.
d,
The Settlement Parties each represent and warrant that each person signing on
behalf of an entity has complied with all necessary corporate and other company
formalities and has properly obtained all necessary and required authorizations and
approvals of and from such entity.
e.
This Agreement, an~ oaoh and all of its terms and provisions, are and shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the respective successors, heirs, and assigns of
each of the Settlement Parties.

Tins Agreement, and each and all of its tenns and provisions, may be specifically
enforced by the Settlement Parties, including by injunction, in addition to any other
remedies available at law or in equity.
f.

~

g.
This Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts, and each
counterpart shall have the same force and effect as though the signatures were contained
in a single document. So long as properly notarized., tel~fax and other copies of
signatures may be used and relied upon as if original.

h.
The Settlement Parties declare that they each have received sufficient
information, either through their own respective legal counsel or other sources of their
own selection, and other than from the other Settlement Parties and the other Settlement
Parties' respective legal counsel., so as to be able to make an intelligent and informed
judgment whether to enter into this Agreement. The Settlement Parties acknowledge and
agree that they are not relying upon any representation by the other Settlement Parties or
the other Settlement Parties 1 respective legal counsel in entering into this Agreement.
335379_2.DOC
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FEB-28-2005
or, ,,~v,

16 : 20
r,

The Settl~eot Parties further 3tate that they iulve read this Agreement in its en1irety
prior lo txe<:uting tlus document, and that they have executed this Agrocment voluntarily,
with competence and capacity to contract, and with knowledge of the tenns, significance,
and legal effect of this Agreement. By executing this Agreement it is understood by each
ofthc Settlement Parties that substantial rights may be compromised and/or waived in
their entirety.
·

i.
This Agreement contains all the agreements and understandings of and between
the Settlement Patties with respect to the subject matters treated herein. and may not be
amended or altered in any way except in a writing signed by both of the Settlement

Parties hereto. This Agreement has been mutually negotiat"d and shall not be construed
more strictly against one of the Settlement Parties than another. This Agreement shall be
construed and interpreted pursuant to Utah Jaw.
j.
Should either of the S~lUement-Partie& default in or be in breach of any of the
covenants, agreements, representations or warranties herein contained, the non-defaulting
party or the non-breaching party (in the event litigation is commenced. with respect to
said default or breao~ the prevailing party) shall be entitled to all costs and expenses,
including reasonable attorney's fees, whether litigation bas been commenced or not,
Which may arise or accrue from enforcing any of the terms of this Agreement.
tenninating this Agreement, or pursuing any remedy provided hereunder or by applicable

~

law.

k.
The paragraph headings in thla Agreement arc for the convenience of the
Settlement Parties onfy, and shall nor limit or expand in any way the provisions of this
Agreement.

K DA CORPORATION

·

DATE

By: Alison Bodily, its President and Director

.

PI

DERS CO

0
8

·<

2/:

ATE

()5
DATE

DA, INC.
ph Call. its.President

(j
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16:19
r'. 111

ALL OF THE ABOVE IS, AND ALL DOCUMENTS CONTEMPLATED AND REFERRED TO
ABOVE ARE, ACCEPTED, AOREBD TO, AND APPROVED BY:

Harold Heninger, personally and
DATE
as a representative of K D A Corporation

·

Doris Heninger

DATE

A·lison Bodily

DATE

Stanley Bodily

DATE

DeeAnn Johnson

DATE

Kathy Heninger

DATE

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF CACHE

: ss
)

The foregoing Settlement Agreement was sub53cribed, sworn to, and acknowle<lged before
me this _ _ day of February, 2005, by Alison Bodily, both personally and as President and Director
of K D A Corporation, Harold Heninger, both individually and as a representative of K D A
Corporation, Doris Heninger, Stanley Bodily, DeeAnn Johnson, Kathy Heninger, and each ofthem.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at:._ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Comniission Expires;

STATE OF MJNNESOTA
COUNTYOF Le

)

; ss

Sue&c

)

. The foregoing Settlement Agreement was subscribed, sworn to, and acknowledged before
me this ;;/g' day of February, 2005, by Ralph Call, both personally and as President of Pioneer
Builders Compruiy of Nevada, foe.

My Com.mission Expires: .:Tan ?,/ a..010
.I

Hs.m_2.ooc
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WHEN RECORDED, RETURN TO:
Robert J. Dale, Esq.
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, P.C.
215 South State, Twelfth Floor
P.O. Box 510210
Salt Lake City, UT 84151-0210

SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT
This Subordination Agreement is entered into by and between K D A Corporation, a

Utah corporation ("IIDA") and Pioneer Builders Company ofNevada, Inc. ("Pioneer").
WHEREAS, Pioneer is the beneficiary under the following trust deeds (referred to

hereinafter collectively as "Pioneer's .Trust Deeds,,):
A.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by United West

Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was

recorded on November 17, 2000, as Entry No. 56648, in Book S8, at Page 271 in the
records of the Rich County Recorder,
B.

A certain "Modification of Trust Deed" executed by Pine Ridge Properties, Inc., as

trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was recorded on August 14,

2001, as Entry No. 57867 in the records of the Rich Cowity Recorder, and
C.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge

Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of Pioneer, as beneficiary, which trust deed was
recorded on August 14, 2001, as-Entry No. 57868 in the records of the Rich County

Recorder; and
(if
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WHEREAS, KDA is the beneficiary under the following trust deeds (referred to
hereinafter collectively as "KDA's Trust Deeds,,):
A.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by United West

Investments Group, Inc., as trustor, in favor of "Summit Escrow Services as 1031
accomodator for K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on
November 17, 2000, as Entry No. 56649, in Book S8, at Page 280 in the records of the Rich
County Recorder, and
B.

A certain "Trust Deed with Assignments of Rents" executed by Pine Ridge

Properties, Inc., as trustor, in favor of "Swnmit Escrow Services as 1031 accomodator for
K.D.A. Corporation, as Beneficiary," which trust deed was recorded on July 20, 2001, as
Entry_No. 57760, in Book YB, at Page 394 in the records of the Rich County Recorder; and
VIHERBAS, Pioneer's Trust Deeds and KDA' s Trust Deeds each affect or may
affect certain real property located at and commonly kn.own as 1135 North Bear Lake Boulevard,
Rich County, Utah 84028, consisting of four separate but contiguous parcels bea~ng or
previously bearing, respectively, Rich County Tax Identification Numbers 41-08-00-036,
41-08-00-037, 41-08-00-038, and 41-08-00-025, and collectively comprising approximately 40
acres ofreal property which is more particularly described as set in Exhibit "A" attached hereto,
and all water rights associated therewith (collectively, the "Property"); and
WHEREAS, KDA claims various other estates, rights, titles, liens, encumbrances,
and other interests in, on, and/or to the Property, and various parts, parcels, and portions thereof;
and

-2335414 2.DOC
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WHEREAS, as a part ofa settlement of various claims and disputes between and
among them, KDA and Pioneer have agreed, in return for good and valuable consideration, to the
subordination ofKDA's Trust Deeds and its other claimed estates, rights, titles, liens,
encumbrances, and other interests in, on, and/or to the Property, and all of it, to Pioneer's Trust
Deeds;

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt nnd
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged and agreed to by KDA, KDA hereby unconditionally
and irrevocably subordinates to Pioneer's Trust Deeds, and to all other of Pioneer's liens,
encumbrances, and rights and claims to liens and encumbrances, and each of them, all estates, rights,

titles, claims, liens, encumbrances, and other interests in, on, and/or to the Property, and all parts,
parcels, and portions ofthe Property, that KDA may have or claim, including, but not limited to
KDA's Trust Deeds and each of them.
This Subordination Agreement is for the purpose of subordinating KDA's Trust
Deeds, and any and all estates, rights, titles, liens, enc\m1brances, and other interests of or claimed
by KDA in, on, and to the Property, and all parts, parcels, and portions thereof, to Pioneer's Trust

Deeds, and to all liens, encumbrances, claims, and other interests of Pioneer in, on, and to the
Property, and all parts, parcels, and porti~ns thereof. KDA agrees that pursuant to this
Subordination Agreement Pioneers' Trust Deeds and all liens, encumbrances, and interests of

Pioneer in, on, and to the Property, and all parts, parcels, and portions thereof, have priority over
KD A's Trust Deeds, and any and all Jiens, encumbrances, and other interests of KDA in, on, and to
the Property, and all part_s, parcels, and portions thereo£
-3335414 2.DOC
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Without limitation of any kind upon the foregoing, KDA further agrees that pursuant
to this Subordination Agreement KDA's Trust Deeds, and each of them, and any encumbrance of
each and any of them, on the Property, and any part, parcel, and portion thereof, shall be and are
inferior and junior to Pioneer's Trust Deeds, and each of them, and the encumbrances of each and
all of them, on the Property. The priority of Pioneer's Trust Deeds over KDA's Trust Deeds is
herein established to the same extent and in the same manner as if Pioneer's Trust Deeds, and each
of them, had predated and had been recorded on the Property prior· to the date and recording of

KDA's Trust Deeds, and each of them. The priority of Pioneer's Trust Deeds, and each of them,
<if)

over .KDA's Trust Deeds, and each of them, shall be respected in the presently pending judicial
foreclosure of Pioneer's Trust Deeds and in any exercise of any power of sale of Pioneer,s Trust
Deeds, and each and any of.them, and in any condemnation or eminent domain proceedings of or
concerning the Property or any part, parcel, or portion thereo£
This Subordination Agreement shall run with the land, and the subordination of

KDA's Trnst Deeds and other estates, rights, titles, claims, and interests, as provided herein, shall be
binding upon the assignees and successors ofKDA and shall inure to the benefit of the assignees
and successors of Pioneer. KDA represents and warrants that it has not assigned or otherwise ·
conveyed the beneficial interest in KDA's Trust Deeds or any of them.
This Subordination Agreement may be signed in counterparts, and each counterpart
shall have the snme force and effect as though the signatures were contained in a single document.
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DATED this_ dtlyof'February, 2005,

I

K DA CORPORATION

By:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alison Bodily, its President and Director

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNI'Y OF CACHE

) .

: $S.

~

The foregoing Subordination Agreement was acknowledged before me this
day ofFebrunryJ' 200S, by Alison Bodily, who-signed in her representative capacity as President
and Dir~tor of K D A Corporation.

NOTARY PUBLIC

(I

Residing at;

My Commission Expires~
DATED this _ _ _ day of February, 20p5.

PIONEER BUILDERS COMPANY
,.. OF NEVADA, INC.
By _ _~::l,l,J"q+AA.C.-----------STATBOFMWN~SOTA

COUNTY OF

l-e s; L\.eµ,t/'•

)

: ss
)

'fhe foregoing Subordination Agreement was sub&eribed, sworn to, and
acknowledged before me this ol8' day of February, 2005, by Ralph CalJ, as President of
Pioneer Builders ~ompany of Neva~ Inc.

~ ~~

My Conunission Expires:

.33.S·H4 l.OOC

::rd-h. '?)t1

NOT.ARiUBLTC
Residing at:. 1-.e_ S ~

;,)o ro

Colv~

-5-
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Gary N. Anderson, #0088
HILLYARD, ANDERSON & OLSEN, P.C.
595 South Riverwoods Parkway, Suite 100
Logan, Utah 84321
Telephone: (435) 752-2610
gary@hao-law.com
Bradley L. Tilt, #7649
ACTION LAW LLC
2825 E. Cottonwood Pkwy., Suite 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
Telephone: (801) 990-3262
brad@actionlawutah.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
CACHE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

PIONEER BUILDERS COMPANY OF
NEVADA, INC., a Nevada corporation a/k/a
PIONEER BUILDERS OF NEVADA, a
Nevada corporation a/k/a PIONEER
BUILDERS, a Nevada corporation,

APPLICATION FOR
WRIT OF EXECUTION

Plaintiff,

v.
Civilno.030100421LM
K DA CORPORATION, a Utah corporation
a/k/a KDA CORPORATION a/k/a K.D.A.
CORPORATION a/k/a THE K.D.A.
CORPORATION a/k/a K.D.A.
CORPORATION, INC.; et al.,

(and 030100033, consolidated)

Judge Brandon J. Maynard

Defendants.
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Pursuant to Rule 64E(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and otherwise, Plaintiff
requests the above-named Court to issue a Writ of Execution, and in support of its application
respectfully represents as follows:
1.

On September 4, 2015, the above-named Court, the Honorable Judge Brandon M.

Maynard presiding, entered an "ORDER AND JUDGMENT GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS TO REMA/ING DEFENDANTS AND TO
COMPLETE FORECLOSURE, INCLUDING DECREE OF FORECLSOURE, ORDER OF
SALE, AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATION" (the "Judgment").
2.

The Judgment included, among other things, entry of a money judgment in favor

of Plaintiff and against United West Investments Group, Inc. and Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.
(occasionally referred to hereinafter collectively as the "Note Defendants") jointly and severally
as follows:
a.

The principal amount of $1,510,000.00, together with pre-judgment

interest and other pre-judgment taxable expenditures, for a total cumulative amount of
$5,128,495.50 owing as of March 2, 2015.

b.

The principal amount owing of$1,510,000.00 was ordered and decreed to

continue to accrue interest at the rate of 18% per annum (which is $744.65 per diem),
until the Judgment and all augmentations thereof is and are paid in full.
c.

The total cumulative money judgment amount was decreed to be subject

to future augmentation in the amount of Plaintiffs attorney fees and costs incurred in this
case as may be shown hereafter by affidavit.
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3.
~

No part of the Judgment has been paid, meaning the entire total money judgment

amount of$5,128,495.50 owing as of March 2, 2015, remains due and owing (plus accruing
interest, attorney fees, and costs).
4.

The Judgment further determined that the Plaintiff is entitled to foreclose upon

each and all of the following:
a.
~

That certain deed of trust which was recorded in the office and records of

the Rich County Recorder on November 17, 2000, as Entry No. 56648, in Book S8, at
Page 271 in the office and records of the Rich County Recorder ("Pioneer's First Trust
Deed"};

b.

That certain modified deed of trust recorded in the office and records of

the Rich County Recorder on August 14, 2001, as Entry No. 57867, in Book Z8, at Page
179 ("Pioneer's Modified Trust Deed"); and
c.

That certain supplemental deed of trust recorded in the office and records

of the Rich County Recorder on August 14, 2001, as Entry No. 57868, in Book Z8, at
Page 188 ("Pioneer's Supplemental Trust Deed").
5.

The Judgment further determined and held that by virtue of and due to the above-

referenced Pioneer's First Trust Deed, Pioneer's Modified Trust Deed, and Pioneer's
~

Supplemental Trust Deed, and each of them (occasionally referred to hereinafter collectively as
"Pioneer's Trust Deeds"), the real property which is to be foreclosed and sold pursuant to the

Judgment is that certain real property located in Rich County, State of Utah, which is more
particularly described as set forth below in this paragraph , and all water rights associated
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~

therewith (collectively, the "Property"):
Part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North, Range 5 East of the Salt
Lake Base and Meridian further described as follows:
Parcel 41-08-00-025:
The North half of Lot 4.
Parcel 41-08-00-036:
Beginning at the Northeast Comer of the Utah State Parks and Recreation Property as
recorded in the Rich County Recorders Office on June 4, 1971, in Book F-2, Page 702,
said point being North 620.753 feet and East 2617.304 feet from the Southwest Comer
of said Southeast Quarter and running thence Westerly (record) South 89°56'53" West
(by measurement) 390 feet, more or less, to the East bank of an irrigation canal; thence
following said East bank in 6 courses to-wit: North 54°27'02" East 151.64 feet; North
26°30' 17" West 50.00 feet; North 74°00'45" West 108.86 feet; North 57°04'26" West
20.0 feet; North 26°51 '29" West 64.65 feet; North 05°03 '52" East 58.36 feet; thence
West 124.20 feet; thence South 86°07'04" West 185.39 feet, to a point in an existing
road; thence North 48°06'30" West 148.68 feet to the Southeast Comer of Lot 7,
previously Filed in Book 03 at Page 582; thence West 447.10 feet to the Southwest
Comer of said Lot 7; thence North more or less to the Heninger North property line and
South boundary line of Rich Enterprises (which line is South 330.0 feet from the
Manuel Stolpe South property line); thence East (by record) South 89°20'51" East (by
measurement) in a line parallel to, and South 330.0 feet from said Stolpe South property
line, 1463.428 feet, more or less, to the Heninger East property line; thence South (by
record) South 0° 11 'O l" East (by measurement) 670.655 feet, more or less, to the point
of beginning. Subject to and together with a 30 feet Right-Of-Way.
LESS: Any portion that lies within the State Road.
LESS: The following described property:

i1

Part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North, Range 5 East of the Salt
Lake Base and Meridian, further described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the East right-of-way line of a 30 foot road, said point being
North 974.00 feet and East 1827.197 feet from the South quarter comer of said Section
8 and running thence along said East and South right-of-way line in 5 courses to wit:
North 34°52'26" West 80.89 feet; North 49°52'26" West 169.66 feet; North 54°20'24"
West 107.53 feet; thence along a curve to the right 113.34 feet (having a chord bearing
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of North 15°29'55" East 82.87 feet; South 88°26'40" East 105.0 feet more or less to the
West bank of an irrigation canal; thence following said West bank in 5 courses to wit:
South 33°20'31" East 71.87 feet; South 79°18'46" East 171.73 feet; South 48°52'05"
East 45.47 feet; South 41 °28'10" East 103.81 feet; South 69°19'30" East 118.96 feet;
thence South 58°50'40" West 118.41; thence South 86°07'04" West 185.39 feet to the
point of beginning. Together with a right-of-way over said 30 foot road for
construction, egress and ingress from U.S. Highway 89 to the Southwest comer of the
above described property, also together with easements for utilities to include but not
limited to water, gas, electricity, sewer, and cable T.V. from existing or future utilities
to the above described property.
Parcel 41-0 8-00-0 3 7:
Beginning at the Northwest Comer of Lot 4, running thence West 1320 feet; thence
South 330 feet; thence East 1320 feet; thence North 330 feet to the point of beginning.
Parcel 41-08-00-038:
Beginning 330 feet South of the Northwest Comer of Lot 4, running thence West 1320
feet; thence South 330 feet; thence East 1320 feet; thence North 330 feet to the point of
beginning, together with a right of way for ingress and egress.

Less and excepting only the interests of or held by only the parties listed in the
following 24-cell table (and their respective successors) in and to only the lease sites (or
portions thereof) specified for each such person in the following 24-cell table, which
lease sites are located only in the portion of the above-described real property identified
by and bearing tax identification number 41-08-00-025 ("Parcel 25"):
Site 2
Dale Ridd
Site 3
Sandra Schwager

(;p)

Site 21
Kathryn Hanzlick

Site 2
Marta Ridd
Site 11
Lynn C. Andersen, aka
Lynn C. Anderson, aka
Lynn L. Andersen, aka
Lvnn L. Anderson
Site 21
Leonard Hanzlick

Site 25
Richard Roberts, aka

Site 6 (only as to a 2/5
interest; the remaining 3/5

Site 3
Marcel Schwager
Site 10
Larry H. Anderson, aka
~arry Anderson

Site 25
Glade Larsen, aka
Glade L. Larsen
Site 6 (only as to a 2/5
interest; the remaining 3/5
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Richard D. Roberts

interest in this site is
foreclosed)
Clint Thompson
Site 43a (only that portion of it Site 44 (only that portion of it
which is located in Parcel 25;
which is located in Parcel 25;
this site is foreclosed to the
this site is foreclosed to the
extent of that portion of it
extent of that portion of it
which is located outside of
which is located outside of
Parcel 25)
Parcel 25)
Harold J. Kay
William R. Glaser,
akaBill Glasser
Site 14 and Site 18
Site 18
Ronald Hunter
Randall Hunter
Site 12, Site 13, and Site 18
Site 18
Daniel Hunter
Michael S. Budd
Site 12, Site 13, and Site 18
Site 12, Site 13, and Site 18
Sheri D. Gonzales
Robert D. Gonzales

interest in this site is
foreclosed)
Carolyn Thompson
Site 44 (only that portion ofit
which is located in Parcel 25;
this site is foreclosed to the
extent of that portion of it
which is located outside of
Parcel 25)
Laurie Glaser
Site 14 and Site 18
Kay Hunter
Site 12, Site 13, and Site 18
Trudi L. Budd
///intentionally left blank///

@

@

6.

The Property is recreational vehicle and camping property.

7.

The estimated aggregate value of the Property is approximately $350,000.00.

8.

Those known to Plaintiff who may claim an interest in the Property are listed in

the following 48-cell table:
KDA Corporation
c/o N. George Daines
Jonathan E. Jenkins
DAINES & WYATT
108 North Main Street
Logan, UT 84321
Lynn C. Andersen
c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321

Boyd Smith and Carolyn Smith, trustees
c/o Brent K. Wamsley
Wamsley & Associates, L.C.
4360 South Redwood Road, Suite 1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84123-2204
Larry H. Anderson
c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
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Gk)

0}J

Bill and Shawna and Tracy Breinholt
c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
William and Laurie Glaser c/o Miles P.
Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P .C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Glade, Coralie, Gregory, and Jerilyn Larsen
c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P .C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Richard and Carol Roberts c/o Miles P.
Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
John and Linda Smidt, as Trustee c/o Miles
P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P .C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Sunrise Village Members' Association, Inc.
c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Timothy J. Kendell c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321

Donna L. Elmquist
c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Lenard and Kathryn Hanzlick c/o Miles P.
Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Nictree Limited Partnership c/o Miles P.
Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Marcel and Sandra Schwager c/o Miles P.
Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Dorothy Steadman c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Dale and Marta Ridd c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
Scott Hayes c/o Miles P. Jensen
Olson & Hoggan, P.C.
130 South Main, Suite 200
PO Box 525
Logan, Utah 84321
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Larry Call and Karen Call
726 W. 3500 N.
Ogden, UT 84414

Brent Rhees and Ginger Rhees
8285 N 3600 W
HONEYVILLE UT 84314-5500

Shyreal Jensen and Inge Jensen
4362 S. 3150 W.
West Valley, UT 84119

Harlan Taylor and Ranae Taylor
1602 W. 2100 So.
West Haven, UT 84401

HAROLD KAY
2052 West 5600 South
Roy, Utah 84067
Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.
2595 N. 3700 W.
Benson, UT 84335
United West Investments Group, Inc.
2595 N. 3700 W.
Benson, UT 84335
Joseph L. Hardy and S. Denise Hardy
2595 N. 3700 W.
Benson, UT 84335
Robert Gonzales and Sheri Gonzales
5960 S. Tressler Rd.
Keams, UT 84118
Michael Budd and Trudi Budd
6141W. 13900 S.
Riverton, UT 84065
Randall Hunter
C/O Ronald Hunter and Kay Hunter
8723 Oakwood Park Circle
Sandy, UT 84094
Owen Brower
931 Hillcrest Ave.
Logan, UT 84321
Mark B. Hancey
Hancey & Associates, P.C.
121 N. Springcreek Pkwy. #200
Providence, UT 84332

CLINT and CAROLYN THOMPSON
7556 West Olive Brook Drive
Magna, Utah 84044-1661
Pine Ridge Properties, Inc.
2595 N. 3200 W.
Benson, UT 84335
United West Investments Group, Inc.
2595 N. 3200 W.
Benson, UT 84335
Joseph L. Hardy and S. Denise Hardy
2595 N. 3200 W.
Benson, UT 84335
Dewey Garner
9536 Aztec Circle
Cedar Hills, UT 84062
Glade W. Davis
95 N 300 E
Providence, UT 84332
Ronald Hunter and Kay Hunter
8723 Oakwood Park Circle
Sandy, UT 84094
Daniel Hunter
8413 McGinnis Lane
West Jordan, UT 84081
Rod W. Cushing
Alliance Financial, LLC
1021 E. 6160 S.
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
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John F. Gunn and Becky Cutler-Gunn
c/o Steven H. Gunn
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker
79 S. State St.
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385
John L. Williamson
5117 W cstmoor Rd.
Holladay, UT 84117
Norine Pugmire
2460 Remuda Drive
Farr West, UT 84404
Dave Warnick
3382 Meadow Clover Ct.
Salt Lake City, UT 84128
9.

Jason Thompson
2760 S 2855 w.
Salt Lake City, UT 84119

Doug Pugmire
5 I 6 15 th St.
Ogden, UT 84401
Tracy Breinholt
145 East 300 South
Kamas, UT 84036
///intentionally left blank///

Pursuant to the specific terms and recitals of the Judgment, including without

limitation its decree of foreclosure and order of sale, it has been judicially determined that any
interest held or claimed by any person or entity in or to any part, parcel, or portion of the
Property is junior, inferior, and subordinate to the interests of Plaintiff, except only the interests
of or held by only the parties (and their respective successors) listed in the 24-cell table
appearing above in and as a part of the legal description of the Property, in and to only the lease
sites (or portions thereof) specified for each such person in that 24-cell table, all of which lease
sites are located only in the portion of the above-described real property referred to hereinabove
as Parcel 25.
~

Dated October 7, 2015.
Isl Bradley L. Tilt
Bradley L. Tilt
ACTION LAW LLC
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